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CHAPTER I 
A SOCIAL PROBLEM 
Introduction.-- nNot bJ.indness, but the attitude of the 
"' 
seeing to the blind is the hardest burden to bear. n With 
11 
these words, Helen Keller presented an idea which .can be 
found echoed t~e after t~e .~ books concerned with the 
problems of blind people. 
All minority groups~ whatever their point of distinction--
be it racial, religious, pol.itical, educational, or a resu1t 
of a physical handicap, f~d social acceptance to be a very 
vaJ.uabJ.e, but extremely difficult goal to achieve. To be 
accepted as" a man. with equal status to all other men in 
social opportunity is the right of each·individual. All over 
the world, people in minority groups must suffer because of 
society's reaction to them as a part of their group, rather 
than as individuals--if' they are of the hated political group, 
.each. individual must be hated; if' they are our allies, they 
must be liked; if their religion is different, they must be 
laughed at; and if they are handicapped, they must be pitied. 
And so it goes, with each minority group experiencing special 
ifHerbert Yab:J;taes, What Do You Know About Blindness? Public 
Affairs Pamphlet, Number .124, The Lighthouse of the ·New York 
Association for the Blind, New York, p. 29. 
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reactions :Crom the majority reserved just for its members. 
!fhe blind are certainly no exception to this problem, 
although much o:f their difficulty is brought on by the too-
strong desire o:f people to be ever heJ.pfuJ., rather than by 
aey a.ttemp·t t.o do harm to the blind individual. In either 
case,- the same end result of :false notions towar-<!, and general 
misunderstanding o; the minority can be observed. 
Purpes.e•-- ~e purp.ose o:f this study is to develop an 
instrument desi.gned to measure the degree to which certain 
groups o:f people hold some common attitudes toward blind 
people as a group. T.o aehieve this p-urpose, a list of 
attitudinal statements has been prepared and given to three 
groups, with the request for each person to react to eaeh 
statem.e.nt by agreeing, disagree.ing, or stating that he does 
not know in relation to the ite.m. · The three groups studied 
were, (a) a group of twenty sighted teachers of blind 
children, (b) a group of thirty blind high-school students, 
and (e) a group o:r :Cifty college freshmen.- An a.na.:cys1s o:f 
the reactions of these three groups to the same statements. 
concerni.ng blind: people may show some differences in group 
atti.tudes. 
~: 
CHAPTER II 
REVJJl,;W OF THE LITERA~URE 
1 .. Types and Causes of General Attitudes y 
The process ot stereotypiJ:l.gQ'-- Best has said that mis-
conceptions concerning the blind are probably caused by the 
prevalent idea that loss of sight makes a transcending change 
in the individual's temperament and personality .. ?/ . 
Childs; in a reaction against this public idea, once 
stated, "It is not. only u.nkind, but unjust and misleading to 
guage the whole comparative normality of a person by a single 
physical defect, or by a:n;y-· pE;)rsonal ~eculiarity resulting 
therefrom..u 
Blindness cannot be put off and on, but is a constant 
characteristic which af'fectsthe individua11s relationships 
. :21 
in oecup-atVnal, recreational,. and other areas. 
· Himes has named two patterns of reaction to the dis-
j}Harry Best, The Blind, The MacmiJ lan Company, New York, 
1919, P• 83. . ' 
g(J. J. Childs, Text of Address to Public, delivered atthe 
First .Annual Concert of Georgia Association of Workers. for the 
Blind, Steinway Hall, Atlanta, Georgia {June 13, 1922), p .. 1. 
if AJ.an G. Gowman, The War Blind in Ameri~an Social Structure, 
American Foundation for the Blind, New York, 1957 i PP• 44-63•· 
h/Ameries.n Foundation :ror the Blind, Attitudes Toward Blind-
ness, Social Research Series, Number 1, New York, 1951, pp. 10-12. 
-3-
abled~individuall 
1. That which acc~'"ts the lim.ite.tions o:r the handicap 
arid allows for normal social behavior in all ~eas 
not directly ai'fec.ted by the handicap. 
2. That wh1ch makes use o:r the stei.teotyping process. 
4 
In this reaction, the handicap is thought to be dit-
:rused throughout the total personality, El,%ld so a. new 
response to all types o:r contact with the hand.icap~ed 
person is developed. 
The second o:r, these responses- seems to be ve7.7' common 
in our society. Because this society is so large and hetero-
geneous, we develop set ways of reacting to certain situations 
and individuals. These set reactions are called oonstru.cts, 
and they help us. to react acceptably to the many d:i:rferent 
types of people and situations we meet. Gonstructs.thus help 
us by classifying the individual, defining the nature of the 
social situation surrounding him, and prescribing the proper 
!7 
behavior in contact situations. 
Since the.s.e. constructs: are usually based upon the obser""' 
vation of a ~ingle trait, they tend to put all personalities 
which fall. into the stereotype, into a single mold, and this1 
o:r course, means social damage to any individual who cannot 
gj 
conform to this mold. 
X/Loc. cit. 
G./Ibid., pp. 13-14· 
• 
5 
These constructs thus provide an ~terpretation of blind-
. 11 
ness consistent with the cultural pattern of our society~ 
Dif'ferences in stereo;tzyes .. -- Let us compare the constructs 
conce)ming the blind with those regarding other minority y 
groups. Gowman points out the fact that the blind have no 
subculture as do other minority groups, and so they cannot act 
in a united front~ :for seldom. are they brought together in 
large numbers. Gow.man also re.minds us that the status of 
blindness ean be gained at a:ny age, whereas the status of 
other minorities is :fixed at birth. 
~ 
It is suggested by Chevigny that the blind, more than 
any other minority group, are subjected to an unchanging 
set of' notions about themse·lves; whereas other groups meet 
a variety of' notions, depending upon th~lace they are. 
Last of all, it is Barker's theory that, although 
there are many similarities between the handicapped and other 
minority groups, there is one strong difference, in that the 
handicapped individual knows his handicap is pal"t of the 
reason for this prejudice, and so he cannot blame these 
reactions completely upon outside· people. 
There have been listed several differences between the 
y:tbid., P• 17. 
g/Al.an G. Gowman, op. cit., P:EJ• 51-52 .. 
3/Hector Ghevigny, ~Eyes Have a Cold Nose, YaJ.e Ulrl.versit7 ~ress, New Raven, l~6~p. 81. 
h./H.· Rusal~, "The Environmental Supports of Fubl:lc Attitudes 
Toward the Blind,n Outlook :for the Blind {1950), 41+:280. 
, 
• 
6 
position of the blind person and that of members of other 
minority groups, but, in essence, they a1l seeL to indicate 
that the blind are more l.aeking in the social support o:t be-
ing surrounded by others like themselves. This lack is pro-
. babl.y one cause of the partieul.ar direction in Which atti-
tudes toward this group have turned. 
Types of reactions to blindness.-- These reactions or 
constructs can be classified in several ways, two of which 
will. be considered here. 
11 
Himes 1isted three constructs which he believed to be 
fairly consistent regarding the blind: 
1. The blind beggar .. 
2o The bl:ind genius. 
3· !Ehe superstitution of sensory compensation. 
These conatructs will be described later in greater detail. y . 
Schauer tried to reconstruct some of the overt 
attitudes toward the blind, and developed three tnes: 
1. "A very primitive attitude of blind, unfeeling 
.. 
curiosity, devoid of restraint, as ca.n be seen in 
children and mental defectives. 
2. "An attitude of fear to look at the strange sight 
because it is not 1right 1 to look, as it might hurt 
i/Attitudes Toward Blindness, op. cit., PP• ~-17. 
g(.Ibid., pp •. 5=10 • 
• 
• 
7 
the person looked at~ resulting in avoidance. 
3. "An attitude to feel one with the blind pe~son, to 
-lose onefs identity; to became blind, out of uncriti-
cal empathy, resu1ting in overinduJ.gence .. u 
Although these cJ.assitieations differ widely, they show 
this smne process of stereotyping at work as it tends to set 
the blind person apart from the common social life. 
2. The Most G~on Attitudes Toward the Blind 
Attitudes of inferioritz.-- Shortly after Ohevi~ lost 
his sight, he was engaged in conversation with a friend who 
said to him, trYou are at last in the enviable position of 
never having to worry_ any more about eating. Ir· can still 
starve, but you never have to. AJ.l you have to do, for al1 
practical. purposes, is announce that you can't face what's 
ahead, that you've given up. Few would doubt your word or 
even argue about it. Inmost of our states you'd be 
granted a pension, and if your family c~ldn t t take care of 
you, there are institutions in which you could live out the 
11 
rest of your days in reasonable comfort and certain security. · 
This attitude of believing the blind to be helpless is 
very prevalent in literature concerned with the blind. 
1/ftector Chevigny, op. cit., P• 72 • 
8 y 
Greenwood · al.so discus~es this attitude when he lists 
two things which one must be able to do ir he is to be con-
sidered a. well-adjusted blind person: 
1. He must be able to. blow his own nose without assist= 
ance. 
2. Be must refrain fro.m showing suicidal tendencies in 
public. 
gj 
According to Braverman,. the blind man is judged to be 
inferior on three levels: 
1. Physical. leve~ -- he is. considered incapable of doing 
almost anything~ 
2. Mental level -- he is considered. to have· a void. The 
imagination of the sighted person is so well :f'ed by 
sight, that he eannot conceive of it being fed by 
another sense. There.f'ore, without sight, one could 
have no contact with~or lm.derstanding of, reality. 
The belief is that this void can only be .filled by 
acquiring visual inf'o:t"m.a:tio~ 
3.- Emotional. level. - .... the blind man can get no enjoy-
ment from. 111' e., 
~is attitude which stresses the inferiority or the 
blind :rna7 be thought of as the bl.ind beggar construct. The 
.!/Greenwood, nRet~n to Mai'lb.ood," Outlook {1948 }, 42:48-49• 
. ,, . . 
.G/Atti.tudes Toward_ Blindness, op. cit~, PP•· 24.-25. 
beggar is expected to be a stupid and cautious man who ha.$ 
given up strugg~ing with life and become dependent. He is 
often thou~t to live a richer life within his imagi.nati~ 
11 
Another inf'eriority attitude is the belie~ that blind 
people are more often encouraged by a very living religion$ 
faith than are the sigb.te.d, because. the blind are more accus-
tomed to accepting the real;ity of things they do not see, and y 
because they need religious s'l:lpport more •. 
Attitudes of superioritz • .-.... In contrast to .. the construct 
J/ 
of the blind beggar;. there is the i.dea of the bl.ind genius •. 
The person regarded in this way seldom looks like a blind 
person.. Since he does: not carey the traditional symbols of 
blindness, such as dark g1asses or a cane, it is expected 
that he must have extraordinary talents. Such a person 
usually has average or superior performance in some activity 
normally believed to be. illlpassible for blind persons. This 
blind genius construct is a particularizing device wb.:tch 
singles out special p•ople6 whereas the beggar construct 
includes all blind people, and so is ge~raliz!::J• 
~e superstitution of sensor:r compensation is a.nether 
l}Ibid., P• Jli. 
2/l!n.ile J'aval, On. Bee~ Blind, The Macmillan Company, 
'tondon, 1905, P• 110. · · . 
.2/Attitudes Toward Blindness, QPe· cit •. , pp. 14-15. 
h/.Ibid., P• i6. 
10 
superiority attitude. Blind people are sometimes beJ.ieved to 
have psychic in:fluence over others .. · 'lb.ey are suspected of 
~aving magical powers which bring good lucke Some believe 
them to be unusually shrewd in business... One very common 
aspect ot this construct is the be·lief . that other senses 
automatically become keener upon .l.oss of sight. 
. 11 
Parental attitudes .. ~ ... , Fink has said, "In general, 
i 
parents accept blind children in accordance with their 
ability to want,ty. ·accept;, and love children." He teels that 
rejection may be shown either by neglect or by overprotection. 
Parental I>es..ctions may depend upon socio-economic status& 
For instaJJ,ce, in a home of low socio=economic status, a blind 
child may be considered an economic liability, whereas, in a 
home of high status,' blindness ma.y be denied and the child 
expec.ted to act normallY• y .. . 
Somm.ers has summarized the Chall'acteristic types of 
parental reactions to blind children as follows: 
1. Blindness may be thought of as a s:ymbol of punishment. 
2. Blindness in a child may cause fear of being 
suspected of having a social disease. 
3o It may also cause fear of guUt due to transgression 
. £.Ediia Fink., "Parental Attitudes To'trard Blind. Children,«· 
· tlook :for the Blind (1951), 45:24=25·· . . 
11 
ot the :moral or social cod~ or to negligence .. 
q.. Blindness in a child may be considered a personal 
disgrace to the parent • 
.3• Theories Regarding the Causation 
ot Speeifie Attitudes 
1:1 
Pitz, an ex:pression o-r sac:Iism.-- Chevigny and Braverman 
given definitions o:f kindness and pity. KjndDess 1eads 
a man to :perf'or.m acts foiJ other· peGple and .for · animalsy with 
no deep :feeling neeessa:rily associated, whereas pity 
satisfies :fear or gtU.lt,.. The individual sees himself in pain 
by identifying with the pitied indivi.dual, and this gives rise 
to pity"' There is the :feeling that one has been. spared :pain 
le\ when he sees another in. pain~ Kindness- is born o:f the 
resolution of' the sibling situation and the learning tea> live 
toget-her, whereas :pity is born of' the need to master :fear 
· caused by the threat that is. implied in a maimed ~dividual. 
l'ity avoids contact,. whereas kindness he;I.ps the handieapp.ed 
person.,. 
With individuals who show strong pity, the rejection o:f 
their pity o.f"ten eauses anger. They may cruelly insist up?n.. 
showing pity, out o:f a need to keep others in:f'eriol? to tbem~ 
gj 
se1ves=.:..thus can be seen the original roots of' pity ill sadism. 
1/He~tor Chevigny, op. cit., FP• llt-7-14-9• 
g/Ibid., !>·• 152. 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
i 
... ---· ·--··-1 
12 y 
Fity, an exeression of dependenex.-- GoTmta.n has 
suggested that when a pex-son shows pity6 he may be treating 
the blind individual as he would like to be treated himself'. 
Fity may represent his frustrated dependency needs. 
Pity, a reaction against tpjur:v;:.-- :Pity may be a reaction 
against the aggr~ssio~ aroused by an ·injury. g/It is a defense 
against the anxiety caused by the condition. 
Undue emphasis upon sight.~- Another theory regarding tlle 
cause or pity and th~ attitude of inreriority is that a sighted 
person, u;pon meeting .a blind person~ is overwhelmed when he 
Jl 
tries to imagine how helpless he wou1d be without sight • 
hl . 
On the mental level, Villey has _said, "The man who 
sees judges the blind by the t:ear with which blindness 
inspires h~ ~aek of vision disorganizes all his mental 
processes which have been organized around vision." 
In both of these situations, misunderstanding is the 
result of considering sight to be more essential than it is. 
- !21 !mphasis. upon "the whole bodz_."-:-- Barker and Wright :f"eel. 
1/Alan G~ Gowman, op• cit., p-. 199· 
g/Loc. cit. 
J/Roberta·M. Townsend, ttAttitude of the Sighted Toward the 
Blind," American Association of Workers for the Blind, (1949), 
PP• 51~58 •. 
h/Fierre Vil1ey, lfhe World of the Blind, The MacmUlan Company, 
New York, 1930, P• 15. . 
2/Jmnes F. Garrett, Psychological Aspects of Physical Dis-
abiJ.itz.,: United Stat·t!UI Govermnent Printing {)ffice, Washillgton1 b. O .. , PP• 18=19. . . 
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that the public devaluates the handicapped person because of' 
its emphasis on a ttwho1e body." This general devaluation 
- . 
also runs into racial and religious prejudice where certain 
groups are not considered to be one-hundred per cent 
Americans. It a person places a high va1ue upon physica1 
beauty~ strength, and skill., he often damands that the dis-
abl.ed person mourn his lack, and envy: the non-disabled. y . 
Castration theon·=- Braverman put forth the theory 
that the "tihought ot bl.indness mob11izes a person•s castration 
fears. In young children, sight pl.ays an important part in 
sexual gratification. If opportunity for this gratification 
is blocked, sexual. development may be fixated at this stage, 
and so we get our npeeping Toms. u Because looking is 
objected to ~ our society, we all have a slight desire to 
look. Since sight is so tied up with sexual. stimul.ation,. the 
1oss of sight implies 1oss of sexual. st:lm:U.lation, or 
impotence. The s5.XUally impotent man is considered to be 
only a shell of a man, devoid of physical power, and so we 
.find a reaction of pity for a weak, he1p1ess individual when 
peopl.e come in contact with blind persons • 
The effects of public attitudes.-- It is possible that 
the attitudes which seeing peopl.e show toward the blind are" 
themselves; the causes of certain reactions in the blind 
persons which, in turn, tend to strengthen the original 
i/AttitUdes Toward Blindness, op. cit., pp. 26-28. 
• 
I 
public attitudes. y 
Merry feels that the majori~y of personality maladjust-
ments of the blind are caused by the social situations rising 
fro.m l.ack of vision. y 
On this same idea, iearson has said, "If you tell a man 
... 
often enough that he is afflicted, he Will become a.t'flicted, 
and will. adopt the mental. and .physical attitude befitting that 
soul.-destroy±ng word." 
After being told over and over that he is inferior, the 
dread of: humiliation may paral.yze the movements of .the blind 
md, unl.ess he ean find a friend who can understand his needs 
$lld help h:tm to f.eel wanted• "J/ 
From fear of reb'U:ff, the blind· person may even withdraw 
from social situations. Many blind people feel the sighted 
1II 
think them to be social outcasts. 
Because of his f-eelings of' ini"eriority, the blind man 
is often inclined to negl.eet certain duties and to ela::bn for 
himself' special rights. T.his type of' activity is then 
YRaiph Vickers Merry, Problems in the Education of' Visuall.y 
Handicapped Children~ BarVard University,F$ess, Cambr.idge, · 
1933, P• ·154., 
2/Arthur Pearson, Victory Over Bl~ess, Doran Oompauy, Wew York, 1919, P• 15. 
J/Pierre Villey, op. cit., PP• 371-379• 
h./H. X. McCollam, "Attit'b.de of the Blind Toward tp.e Sighted," 
I'merican Association of Workers for. the Blind (l<J49), P• 6~ . 
wrongly encouraged by those around him~ and ~ratitude 
becomes the inevitable consequence of egoism. 
. . . . ?/ 
Chevigny and Braverman have said, "Society gives the 
blind much charity~ but at the price of an admission o:r 
iDf eriori ty. 11 
!rhe blind must conform to this common idea of themselves~ 
or those around.the.mwill not be pleased. The seeing person 
has certain rewards of conformity arid decency· when he treats 
the blind man according to the. cultural const~ucts. 
'JI . 
Cutsforth believes that the blind individual who 
.resists the attitudes of soc~ety overtly is the most healthy 
emotionally. HOwever, it is often easier for the blind 
person to accept the public attitude.s and compensate the 
emotional. unrest by an active Ph.antasy lUe. He considers 
blind beggars to be well-adjusted in tluit they can have 
.economic succe.ss despite society~· and they don t t have to 
constantly conform to visual norma. 
Whether Cutsforth's theory is right or wrong, the f'act 
remains that the attitudes of the public often produce the 
very reactions in blind people for which the public has 
considered them inferior. 
1/Pierre Ville,:~ op. cit., PP• 382-383. 
g/Hector dhevigny and Sydell Braverman, The Adjustment o:r 
the Blind. Yale U:rrl.versity Press~ New Haven, 1950., P• 177. 
~T. D. Cutsforth, The Blind in School and SocieEz:, 
D. Appleton <rompany, New York, 1933., PP• 71 ... l01ili. · 
• 
ROme attitudes.-- The attitudes of people in the home 
of the blind child may also produce undesirable reactions. 
A child growing up in most minority groups is prepared 
by his family to meet society's pressures,. but a blind child 
is the only one in the .family, and the family itself often 
11 
thinks him inferior.. If a child is. taught to accept his 
handicap, it will be accepted by other children, but if his 
family regards him as an unfo~tunate invalid, he will 
develop a. personality which will cause him to be exposed to 
needless ~elty later on. The o~tracism which many-handi= 
caJ>ped chil:dren face !'rom their schoolmates is a reaction 
against the chil.d1 s personality, rather- than against his 
-Y 
physical limitation. . y 
Fink has listed four reaction patterns. that blind 
eh:tldren o:('ten show toward their parents' attitudes: 
1. Some children will l:'efuse to admit the limitations 
o:f their handicap. 
2 •. Some become introverts and withdraw· !'rom di:t'ficul.t 
situationsq. 
3. Others seek acceptable reasons :for their failures. 
4• Some become seli'-centered-,, non-social, or emotionally 
1/Heetor Ohevigny and Sydell Braverman, OJ?• eit., p. 178., 
gjttHandieapped Child Should B~ Encouraged to Develop," 
Science News Letter (May 91 1942), 41:·297. . -
J/Edna Fink, op .. cit., P• 25 • 
•• 
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unstabJ.e. 
E:t:f'ects of' the individual. undesirable habits of' some 
blind people.-- Two physical traits often common among bl~d 
people which tend to strengthen adverse public op:f.nions of' 
the bl.ind are the existence o:f.' mannerisms and the habit of' 
keeping the head down and the eyes closed. These traits 
are~ of' course., iden~if'ied with blindness,. and should be 
counteracted where possible. 
Lack of' social. skil.ls~ especially poor eating habits, 
aJ.so does much to strengthen damaging ~ublic attitudes. 
Gonc1usion~-- This discussion has covered only a :few of' 
the many theories of' causes for public attitudes toward the 
b1ind, but most of' the common theories have been discussed~ 
and so the topic will be le:f.'t here~ 
4e Studies Made in this Area 
It now seems pertinent to study.,in some detail, the f'ew 
statisti·eal studies. ·Which have been made in this subject area. y ' 
. Voorhees sent 750 questionnaires to blind people, and 
'\ 
received 340 repl.ies. The results show the reacti.ons of' 
bli.nd people to ideas which commonly bother the sighted. 
Following is a list of' the items and the pei-centage of' pasi= 
tive ~eplies given for each: 
1.. uDo you believe that blindness is in some ways a 
y Arthur L. Voorhees, "Attitudes of' the Blind Toward Blindness," 
American Association of Workers for the Blind (1949), P.P• 65-67. 
• 
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blessing?11 
Positive replies--53$ 
2~ nDo you believe that because o:f your blindness you 
understand people better than the sighted person does?11 
Fositive replies--55% 
3o uAre any 41sabilities worse than blindness?" 
Positive repl.ies-~87% 
4• 11 ShouJ.d you because ot your blindness rec.eive ·special. 
heJ.p by being given a seat in a street car or bus? 11 
Positive replies~-20% 
5-. nno you believe that you have a right to a pension 
because of your blindness?11 
Positive replies-..-.56% {t~ periodic compensati.on) 
6. 11rf you sho'Uld be employed in a private competitive 
job, should your work be as good as that of a sighted 
person?" · 
:Positi.ve replies--91% 
1. uno you believe you should have a sighted §Uide with 
you whenever you are away from your house? 
Positive replies--36% 
8., "Do you find that many people avoid you just because 
you are blind?" 
Posi.tive replies--38% 
9· "At least once a day, .do you wish that your sight 
could be given back to you?n· 
Positive replies=-47% . · . . 
(The responses to this request seemed 
to indicate that the older· in life one 
is when he J.oses sight, the more he 
yearns :for its return-.) 
10. "Do you feel. ashamed of your blindness among the com-
. ~ 
I 
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pany of sighted people?" 
Positive replies--85'6. 
11 •. "Do you prefer to. be in the company of bli.Ild people 
rather than . s_;i.gh ted? n 
Positive replies--23% 
12. 0 Because of _your blindness,_ are you more religious?" 
Positive replies--35" 
13. nahould one blind person marry another?" 
<Positive ;replies--5o% 
Voorhees did not go into any fUrther analysis of his work, 
but it will serve as a good basis tor comparison with res-
ponses obtained in other studies .. 
Now the discussion of this paper will turn to studies 
concerned with the reactions of the ·sighted toward. the blind. Jbl' . . 
Rusalem has made such a study.. He gave a questionnaire to 
130 graduate students in the Teachers' College at Columbia 
University in 1949. · The questionnaire contained 60 state-
ments from literature and casual conversation. There were 
three groups o:f these statements, showing physical, sociolog-
ical, and psychological traits o:f blind people. Students 
were asked to cheek the three items in each group which they 
believed to be most characteristic of the blind. The .items 
which were chof:Jen most often in each group were as f'ollows: 
. . 
foH• Rusalem, 11The Enviromnental Supports of Public Attitudes 
oward the Blind," Outlook (1950), 44:277-288. 
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1. Physical traits.--Blind people carry canes, use guide 
dogs, wear .dark glasses, and have a lack of facial 
expression._ 
2. Sociological t~aits.--The biind attend separate 
seh;ools, rarely work in industry, and are economiea11y 
det>endent. 
39 Psycho1ogicai tre.its.--Blind persons have a keen seilSe 
of touch, ~een h&aring, and a better memory than the 
sighted. 
. . . . y 
In a magazine article, .s~ons described another study 
which adds understanding to the pursuit o:f this subject. In 
.. 
this study, 1182 true-false questionnaires were given out--
582 of them to college students, and 6oo to average adults. 
Below is given a list of these questions and the percentage 
breakdowns :for the positive rep1ies that these groups gave to 
each question: 
1. 11 I woUld rather be dead than blind.n 
Composite group--10.5% positive rep~ies 
Adult group--13. 7% · 
College group--7.3% 
2. "A blind person • s sense o:f touch and hearing auto-
matically become better than those of a sighted person." 
Composite group--64.2% 
Adult group--76.0% · 
College group--5~ •. 6% 
3· "In the event of war, blind persons should be drafted 
in some capacity, the same as sighted persons. 11 
Composite group--~.7.2% 
Adult group--.51.3% .. 
~Harxy; E. Simmons, ttThe Attitudes o:f the Sighted Toward the Ji!>'~~ .ru:el'iean Association of' Wol'k&l'B :fol' the Blind (l91J.9), 
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Colle8e group--43.1% 
{This was the only question to which the 
college group gave the least liberal repJ.~es.) 
4• nBlindness is often God t s punishment :Cor sin. u 
Cpmposite group--7.3% 
Adult group=-11.2% · ··: 
College group--3.3% 
5. "Most blind people are capable o:r holding some 
regular job. " 
Composite group--88.4% 
Adult group=-85.5% -· 
C_ollege group--91.-5% 
6. "Most blind persons are unhappy--cont inua1ly yearn 
for sight"" 
. Compo~ite group--24.1% 
Adult group--.31% · 
College group--17.-1% 
'· ~ . 
. ,' ,\ 
7. ''To be bl.ind is the most serious physical. disability 
that could happen to a human being. n 
:composite group--26.5% 
Adul.t group--30.-7% · 
College group--22.-2% 
8.- "Society should give each bJ.ind person a sui'f'icient 
pension on which t01 live without working. o 
Composite gro~--36.lt$ 
Adult group--4J.. 9f% , 
Gollege_group--7.3%' 
9· UMost street beggars are blind. 11 
. . 
Compos! te gro~--1_ o.B% 
Adult group--14·3% · 
College group--7.3% 
10. "Most blind people are unable to eat with a knife 
and fork like sighted peopl~ do. n 
Composite group--10.9$ 
Adult group--17tA · 
College grou.p-=4-.9% 
• 
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From this study, three eonclus.ions were made: 
1. The sighted public is not unanilnous in its opinions 
about blindness, but it is better il:li'ormed than had 
been generally estimated. 
2. ~e educational level. o-r·the respondents helps to 
determine opinions, and so education wouJ.d be effec-
tive in modifying these attitudes. 
3. Youth have a much better understanding· o:f the blind 
than the aged have. 
In this study, o:f course, the writers assumed certain 
statements to be true and others to be :false. No basis is 
given upon which they decided which responses they would 
call liberal. and which they would assume show a J.ack oi' 
understanding oi' bJ.ind p.eople. These judgements must have 
been made by the writers previous to the study. Since no 
scientitic basis is given :for the judgements, the i'inal 
conclusions may no.t be as accurate as is asSllltled by the study. y 
Gowman tells o:f a study in New York City in which 
questionnaires were given to the 104 students of' two high 
schools--one of which was middle-class in character, and 
the other lower-class. y 
ln the i'irst section of this questionnaire, the 
1/Alan G. Gow.m~, op. cit., PP•· 64-96. 
g/Ibid., PPe 65-75• 
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subjects were asked to arrange five- potentia.J_ handicaps in 
order o:f their impact upo~ the self· and the prospective mate •. 
Those listed were; an injury resu1ting in the amputation o:f 
one arm., an injury resu1ting in blindness, an injury resulting 
in severe burns of the f'ace, an injury resulting _in the 
amputation of one leg, and an injUI7 l.'!esulting in. deai"ness. 
In interpretin~ the results of this section, .the list of 
disabilities was divided into two .classes. Since blindness 
and deafness tend to pJ.ace the individual. in a markedly 
dependent relationship, it was assmned that the em;phasis 
would be primarily upon their debilitating character_, and, 
since injuries to arm.s and legs, and burns le·a.ve the individ-
ua1, essentially independent, the :f'oeus wo·uJ.d be upon their 
. mutilating qualities. 
There was a strong tendency for all respondents in a11 
situations to fear the debilitating conditions more than the 
mutilating ones. However, they:f'eared debilitationmore for 
themselves than for a pro~pe-ctive mate, and they feared 
mutilation_more strongly with reference to a mate than to 
themselves~ In general, males tended to fear mutilation of 
their partner more than females do, and the writers of the 
study seemed to feel that this is a result of the fact that· 
the male is the stronger representative of social status. In 
the middle_ ... elass male, where this status representation is 
strongest., mutilation is feared more even for the self than 
I 
• 
is bJ.indness or deaf'ness. 
11 
The next part of this questionnaire consisted or a 
J.ist ot thirteen situations which required the subjects to 
reJ.ate to a blind person under different conditions~- It 
was first stated that the sex of the acquaintance was that 
or the respondent in each situation •. 
The situations and rep1ies are listed below as they 
were regrouped for purposes of anal.ysis~ 
J... n If you had a blind acquaintance, do you think, as a 
general. rul.e, you wou1d avoid talking about colors, 
paintings, and sunsets as mueh as possib1e?" 
Zl would avoid talking about them. 
66 wou1d. not avoid talking •. 
11. don't know •. 
2. nrr· you had. a bJ.ind acquaintance, do you think it 
would be all right, as a gener.aJ. ruJ.e, to use the 
word b1ind in your conversation?" 
35 would use blind. . 53 would not use blind~ 
J.6 don • t know. 
In these two items, it can be seen that, although the 
word "blind'' was taboo,. it was not general.ly considered 
wrong·to discuss more subtle references to sight. 
3• tttt you had a bl.ind acquaintance, do you think, as a 
general rule, you would insist on giving up your seat 
if there were no other seats s.va1J.able on the bus?'' 
77 wouJ.d give up. seat •. 
J.8 woul.d I).ot give up.seat 
9 don't know • 
I 
••• 
5 •. nit your blind acquaintance· invited you :t'or an ice 
cream soda~ do you think, as a general rule, :;you 
woul.d pay :t'or them, even though your acquaintance 
insisted upon treatillg you? 11 
8 would pay for them. 85 would l~t acqua±ntance pay. 
ll don't know • 
.. 
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6.. u:r:r you were to take your blind acquaintance to the 
cafeteria of your school, do you think everyone would 
feel that your acquaintance should go to the head of 
the lunch line rather than to the end, if they knew 
that your acquaintance were b1ind? n 
hk think should go· to head of line • 
.38 think should go to end of line. 
22 don't know. 
9• n:r:t' you have a blind acquaintance who was a well-
known member of' an organization to which you belonged, 
do you thtnk, as a general ru1e, that your acquaint~ce 
would be nominated for important offices that involved 
· leadership? n 
51 think would be . nominated. 
22 th~ would not be nominated~ 
25 don't know .. 
These items show the change in deference patterns shown 
~ these four situations--three-:t'ourths o:t' the. respondents 
showing such behavior in the first, and less in the succeedixlg 
ones.. , 
16. Uif you had a blind acquaintance, do you think, as a 
general rule, you would expect to take all the blwne 
.f'rom the druggest i.:t' you and your acquaintance, whom 
the druggj·st knew to· be blind, were caught making a 
lot of' racket in the drug store?u 
19 would expect all the blame •. 
71 would not expect all the blame. 
13 don•t know. 
l. male omitted • 
13. "It you were arguing with your blind acquaintance 
about a minor issue, and you kriew you were right, 
do you think you would ·maintain your point as you 
would with your. other acquaintances, or do you 
think you would Just ·as soon l.et y-ou:r acquaintance 
hav.e i;he l.ast word?n · 
85 would maintain.their point. 
14 would not maintain their point .. 
5 dontt know .. 
The two above items were put in to measure the amount 
of aggression which is allowed against the blind. The fact 
that the respondents were adolescents~ and also the wording 
of the items,caused the writers of the study to :t'.eel that 
less refusal to a.l.lO!f aggression. was shown than is actually 
experienced in the lives of blind ·people. 
12. "If you had a blind acquaintance, do you think, as 
a general rule, you would have your acquaintance 
take hold of your arm while walking downstairs, or 
do you think you would take hold of your acquain-
tance's arm?u 
h.o would have acquaintance take their arll'l .. 
57 would take- acquaintance 1 s arm. 
7 don•t know. 
Those who conducted this study believed that, since the 
physical guidance of a blind person is facilitated if the 
companion walks slightly ahead of his blind acquaintance, it 
is easier if the blind person takes the ar.m of his companion. 
However, some may take the blind person• s arm because of the 
position of control over the helpless that this implies .. 
·Lower-class respondents tended to want to take the arm of their 
acauaintanee more often than would-middle-class respondents .. 
•• 
• 
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4• tti:r you were on f'riendly terms wi.th a blind acquain-
tance who was wearing a pair of' socks which did not 
match, do you think you would tell your acquaintance 
about it?" , 
6o would tell. 
38 would not tel.l. 
6 don •·t know. 
ll. u If" you had a bl.ind acquaintance~ do you . think, as a 
general rule, you would avo-id talking about dates and 
dating when your acquaintance was present?u 
29 would avoid talking about them. 
63 would not avoid talking. 
12 don't know. 
Although slightly more than one-third of' the respondents 
would .fail to serve as a mirror for a blind person, the study 
does not record how many would also refuse to so serve a 
sighted companion. Two-thirds o.f those who would avoid dis-
cussing dates and dating were found in the lower-class school. 
7. "If' you introduced your blind acquaiiltance to your 
friends, do you think they wou.J.d :reel uneasy in the 
situation?u · 
IJ.o think. friends would feel uneasy. li-3 do not think so. 
21 don't know. 
a. 11If' you had a blind acquaintance, do you think you 
wou1d expect your acquaintance to be just like every.-
body el.se after you reall:y got to know your acquain-
tance?" 
82 think he wou1d be· like everybody else. 
20 do not think so~· 
2 don't know. 
These last two items .show that social contact with a 
blind person often produces a flow of' emotion, and there is 
sometimes strain in routine interpersonnel relationships • 
• 
• 
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The third part of' this questionnaire was made up of a 
series of' agree-disagree statements. For interpretation these 
statements have been regrouped ~to general attitude topics. 
The first group. of' statements defined the situation of 
the blind. These ~e listed below: 
1. "~e blind, in· general, can do just about everything 
with very little help. 11 
12 agree 
32 disagree 
2. "The blind, in general, are consci:ous of' the fact that 
blindness has a disturbing effect on some other peopl.e." 
93 agree 
11 disagree 
7 • 11!L'he blind, in general., never seem to f'u11y grow up. 11 
2 agree 
102 disagree 
13. 11In g:enera11 blind peo'Ple have no .. objection to talking 
about their blindness. 1• 
10 agree 34 disagree 
J.4. 11 In general., the blind should have to work and support· 
themsel.ves as other people do.n 
81 agree 
22 disagree 
i omitted 
- 17. 1tTb.e bl.ind, in weneral, spend very little time wishing 
they could see. 
agree 
disagree 
• 
' 
24.. "I think that if' I were blinded, I could make a 
pretty good adjustment to being blind. u 
55 agree . 47 disagree 
2 omitted 
29. "I think I would rather be dead than be bJ.ind." 
7 agree 
.97 disagree 
29 
34o 0 I think the bJ.ind, more than most people, have to 
put up a front, and ·act as though they are enjoying 
everything even when they are quite unhappy .. " 
37 agree 
07 disagree 
In this study, the males were much J.ess sure of the 
capacities of the blind than were the femaJ.es who must have 
employed a different reference of activities than the ma.J.es, 
especialJ.y when they heavily agreed that the blind can do 
just about everything with littl.e help. 
In statement number Jlt., the work-ethic is more readUy 
·extended to include the blind by middle-class respondents 
than by the l.ower-class group. 
It was mainJ.y lower-class respondents who agreed that 
death is pre.terable to blindness, and lower-class mal.es who 
agreed that the blind have to put up a ·continual front. 
The next group of statements are cohcerned with the 
lack o:r knowledge .a~out the bl.ind: 
31. ttr tliink,when you come right down to it, almost every= 
· thing a blind person can do 1:s really mnazing~· 
74 agree 
30 disagree 
35. 11 I think most peop~e just don1 t know how the b~ind 
manage many or the things they do."' 
~00 agree 4 disag:roee 
The ~aek o:r knowledge shown by the rep~ies to these 
30 
. statements is probab~y of greater signiricanoe than the more 
structured attitudes wh'el+ are :rounded in the stereot:ype. For 
~arge segments of society, the· area o:f blindness is a void. 
!rb.e third group o:r statements was concerned wi.th 
compensation of the blind: 
5. 11~e b~ind~ in general, can hear :Cainter sounds than 
' most other. people. u 
91 agree 
12 disagree 
~ omitted 
B. "The bJ.ind,. in general, like other people, do not have 
a. sixth sense •. 11 
52 agree 
50 disagree 
2 omitted 
10. "The bJ.ind, in general, seem to have a special 
spiritual. quality. tt 
59 agree 44 disagree 
1 omitted 
1~. 11The blind, in general, . get a more accurate fi:rost 
impression of others than most people do. 11 
77 agree 
27 disagree 
16. 11T.he blind, in general, are somehow given at least 
one really outstanding gift like musical talent as 
compensation. •• 
51 agree 52 disagree 
1 om:itted 
31 
18a nTb.e blind, in general, are more cheerful. than most 
other people(t_.. 
35 agree 
68 disagree 
1 male ami tted 
!fb.e belief that the blind are in some way compensated for 
their lack of sight is shown by these replies to be quite 
common. Except to the statement about a sixth sense, most or 
the agree repl.ies were given by lower=class respondents. How-
ever, middle-class respondents were stronger in the belief 
that the blind have a sixth sense. The writers of the study 
suggested that this may be due to. the fact that middle-class 
students displ.ay a greater knowledge of various cultural 
conceptions in certain limited sectors • 
. The next group of statements was prepared to measure 
the amount of permissiveness used by the sighted in dealing 
with blind people: 
26. ui th~ if the blind are concerned only with their 
personal. problems, and not those of others, it 
should.be overlooked because of the~ blindness." 
28 agree· 
76 disagree· 
32. ni think if'. the blind become angry with people ove:ro 
little things~ it should be overlooked because of 
their bl.indness." 
33 agree 
71. disagree 
36 .. 11 1 think you have to make an aw.fu.l. lot of exceptions 
for eve;n. successful. blind people_.tt 
32 agree. 
70 disagree 
2 omitted 
40. "I think that tt blind people are demanding of 
others, it should be overlooked because of their 
biindness.n 
27. agree 
77disagree 
32 
42• "I think you mu$t have to do a lot o:t play-acting 
when you are around the blind to make them feel that 
they are normal .. " 
46 .. 
16 agree 
87 disagree 
1 omitted 
n I il'tink if' the blind are often late for appointment~ 
it should be over looked because of their blindness. · 
5h. agree 48 disagree 
2 omitted .. 
Generally, slightly less than a third of the sample would 
extend certain privileges to the blind in inte:eyersona~ rela-
tionships.. Two exceptions eoneern play-acting and. the prompt-
ness of keeping appointments. 
The next group of statements w-as designed to measure 
negative implications sometmes. shown toward the blind: 
6. ttThe blind, in general, are capable ot being meaner 
than most other people." 
2 agree 
102 disagree 
15. nThe blind, in general, care less about their 
personal appearance than other people do." 
· .? agree 99 disagree 
20. "In general, the blind people are blind because they 
. are being punished for something they have dona .. n 
9 agree 95 disagree 
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25. 11 I think that most little childrenwould not feel 
there is anything frightening about a blind person." 
80 agree · 
24 disagree 
38. 11 I think most people would feel there is nothing 
repugnant about the blind.u 
82 agree 
22 disagree 
. -· 
In general, negative feelings were much in the minority 
on these items, and the writer-s of the study suggested that 
the cause of this may have been the fact that "it is diffi-
cult to speak ill of the blind just as it is of' the dead." 
Segregation and avoidance of the blind was the subject 
of the next group of statements: 
4. "In general, the bl~d prefer being·alone much of 
the time." 
14 agree 
90 disagree 
9. 11The b~ind, in general, have a whole set of feelings 
which cannot be understood by most other people.u 
5o agree 54 disagree 
12. "The blind, in general, would probably be· Unhappy if 
they had a separate community of their own. 11 
89 agree 
15 disagree 
19. ttrn general, the blind seem to fall into two ·separate 
groups; either they can1 t do much of anrrcning, or they 
do almost everything surprisingly well. ' 
h.l agree 
63 disagree 
21. "The bl.ind, in general, prefer· other blind people 
tor friends." 
15 agree 
89 disagree 
· 23. 11 I think I would prepare myself' to meet a reaJ..ly 
different sort o:r person, 1f I were told I was soon 
going to meet someone who ;was blind. n 
?lt- agree 
Bo disagree 
.. 
28. "I think if I were blinded I coul.d make as many real. 
:Cri.ends as I.do now." 
75 agree 
29 disagree 
30. "I think that 1£ I met a blind :gerson, I could cur:r 
on .. a conversation quite easily. t 
23 agree· 
Bo disagree · 
1 omitted 
37 • ui think I would just as soon ayoid blind people, i.:r 
it could be done without hurting anyone's feelings." 
23 agree 
80 disagree· 
1 omitted 
41. ui think the blind are more like other people in 
general than they are like each other. u 
81 agree 
21 disagree 
2 omitted 
43. "I think that in talking with blind persons I would 
feel self.=conscious when I realized that they did not 
know what I looked like." 
17 agree 
86 disagree 
l. omitted 
44· 11 I think the blind live 1n a world or their own." 
28 agree 
15 disagree 
l. omitted 
"I think somebody who knows something about the 
blind, and can see, ahould be with them most or 
the time .. " 
68 agree 
35 disagree 
1 omitted 
Responses to statements number 4, 12, and 21 indicate 
35 
little desire to segregate the blind in a manner characteris-
tic of other minority groups, however, the high agreement that 
the blind need a sighted companion, reflects a desire ror a 
competent mediator as well-as an ~plied- lack of capacity. 
The next group of statements was concerned with the 
status or blind people: 
3· nThe blind, in general, do not i'eel themselves to 
be inferior to most other people .. n 
_ 63 agree 41 disagree 
39· ni think most people f'eel generally superior to the 
blind. ft -
46 agree 51 disagree 
1 omitted 
These responses indicate that social action directed 
toward the blind is often directed.as to an inferior, and 
that this action ·is'legitimized by the assumption that the 
blind themselves feel interior .. 
The last group of' statements measured the degree to 
which blind people are watched by others: 
27., ni think most people would not watch a -blind p~rson 
it one walked down the street.u 
Ito agree 64 disagree 
• 33. 11 I think, 1f I had to guess, I would say that there are many more blind men than women. tt 
75 agree 
28 di$agree 
1 omitted 
All but the middle ... c1ass mal.e showed a tendency to watch 
a blind p~rson,. The response of statement number 33 agrees 
with the blind beggar stereotype. ~e beggar is usually a 
male :figure. ~ese responses may also have some ground in 
the probable fact that the female blind person imposes a 
sel:f'-segregation, or utilizes a eompan~on when travel is 
necessary, thus reducing her visibility. 
Gomna.n has made two generalized · statement.s on a basis 
of the results of. this study:. uThere 1-s a marked tendency 
on the part of' 1ower=class males to portray the posit.ion of 
the blind in terms of a "i:;raditiona1 orientation, and 
.. . . y 
reaction takes place within this general frameworlt. n · 11Th.e 
orientation displayed by middle-class males is eqully strik-
ing in quite another direction. Their responses are marked 
by an apparent sophistication, which seems. to let them relate 
to the blind in much the same fashion as they would relate 
-?/ 
to the noninjured.u 
Throughout this study, class distinctions served as a 
I/Ibid. :t P• 94.• 
z/Ibid., P• 95. 
' 
I 
• 
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key for the examination of di:Cf'erential. patterns of orienta.-
tion and response~ Social class variations among females are 
about the same as among men, al.though less sharp~ _Little 
dit'!erence was found in the orientations of the two. sexes, 
except that females agreed more heavily with the assertions 
that the blind have .a· special spititual quality~ and that they 
Jl 
can do just about everything with very little help,. 
With this, the discua~ions of particular studies in the 
;f.'ield will end. .In later chapters, it may be found that 
the findings of some of these studies will correlate with 
the findings or the study described in this paper. 
5. Capabilities ·of the Blind 
Lowenfeld has given categories of the objective effects 
ot blindness: ,;EJ 
1. ''Limitations in the nature and variety or experience. 
-
2. "Limitations in.mobilitye 
~ ... 
.3.-. "Limitations in control o:f enviromnent and the self' 
-. 
in re-la.t ion to environment. t.t 
Despite these very real limitations imposed upon blind 
people by blindness itself., many :peOJ?le who ·work with the 
blind have found blind people to be quite capable of' doing 
those tb.ing;:s, which Life expects of all human beings. However, 
17'fbide, P• 96e 
g/H. Rusalem,; o:p. cit.,., P• 287 • 
b1ind individuals are often not allowed to exercise their 
abilities because o.f the complicated social situation in 
which they find themselves. 
38 
. . Ji' ' 
Traubitz, a blind girl, told of the trouble. she had 
enrolling in a. college, even_ thoUgh sh~ had had a high 
scholastic average in high school. The college authorities 
considered her too weak to go on to further study~ 
This attitude is earried into ~y areas of a blind 
person• s life, some of' which have been previously discussed 
in this paper, but it shows its most concrete results in the 
area ot the employment of the blind• 
' . ?/ •· ' . 
Ra.l.der P,as said, "The success of the blind has proved 
' ' 
that they are c~pable of adjusting themselves to the_ indus-
t;ri,al, · 'econo3/c, and social order o:f the present day. n 
Griffis has ~ven said that blind people are especially 
good wor~rs in industry--better than their sighted companions 
for the followi~ reasons: 
.1. They have greater powers o:f concentrat:l...all:-~no visual. 
distractions and a need tor all their attention to 
be on the h~d :for taetual operation. 
• Trau itz, nword to the Normal.," Todays Health. (May, 1956), 
:36-37, 52. ' 
g/Ras Mohun Ealder,·Society·and the Visually Handicapped, 
Thacker and Company,. London, P• 83. ·· · '"- · 
JL'E. <h'>iffis, "Blind Do It Better," :ms:eer (April, 1943), 
186: 523-524· . .. . . 
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2. They have learned careful and orderly movements early 
in life. 
3. They have a great store of phys·ical energy, because 
they do not b'u.rn oft this energy in ou-t?side activity. 
4· They are the s~est workers in the world. 
5. The blind have a good attitude toward work because 
they rea.li~e that idleness is one of their worst 
. . 
enemi.es .. 
Although some of Grif'fis' s reasoning may be founded on 
the idea of' compensat.ion, in terms of better ability, for 
1oss of sight, sti11 his-attitude seems to be shared by 
others in industey who have hired blind people. 
11 Lehman interviewed seve:r>a.l. em_ployel"s of. blind. people 
and asked them if they would ever employ a blind person 
again after one such experience. All but two of. these 
employers said they would. 
. y .• 
Becht compared ll:,OOO handicapped workers to 18,000 
non-handicapped workers, and found them to be equally good 
and efficient. 
In spite of these studies to the contrary, employers 
seem to be hesitant to hir'e: blind people. 
YAnn LeiiD:ari~ "Eiliployer Att1tudes on· Blind ·workers,;n American 
Association of Workers for the Blind, (19491, P• 49· 
2/Helen M;. Becht; nmu.st a !Iand:tcap Be a Liability?U a·ceupations, 
"[December, 1948), PP• 176-180. . 
y . 
. Lehman gives three possible reasons i'or this· hesitancy: 
1. lhployers may have fear oi' not being able to lay of! 
a blind employer. 
2. Many blind workers are very inf'l.e~ible. 
3. Guide service may create problems. 
. gj ' 
On this same idea, Clunk:' has listed same more reasons 
for employer. attitudes toward the bJ..ind: 
1. To enwloy a blind person may give an impress.ion that 
the work is easy, and thus may be an insult to the 
employer or other workers. 
2. Many people have a i'ear of bJ.indness' and oi'. assoc:ta~ 
t:ton with 'blind people. 
3~ Some people avoid the blind because they. become 
depressed when they are with blind people. 
4• Some employers think of their own helplessness in the 
dark when they try to evaltiate a blind person's 
ability. 
5. Employer~ somet :i.mes i'orget that they are continually 
observing things through channels other than sight .. 
6. Many 6.mployers are afraid that they would not have 
the heart to lay off a blind employee, and even if 
they did, others would criticize them severely. 
1/Ann Lehman, op. c:tt., P•· 5o. 
y'Wilma Donahue and Donald Dabelstein, op •. cit., PP• 58-63. 
7 •. Some blind people further these attitudes by demand-. 
ing special consideration. 
8. Since the· blfud are- thought o:t: as a generalized grotip, 
one unsuccessful.blind employee will. spoil the chances 
tor employment of others. 
Al.though the blind can receive train,ing and becO!Ile very 
capable people:,. the hesitancy of others· to accept their' 
capabilities, either in the social,. or the employment area, is 
a. heart~ breaking fact. Years of' study and training can be 
almost wasted because of' these attitudes. 
' ' 
It is possible to work around the physical limi.tations 
imposed by a lack of sight; . but the social barriers blindness 
brings are very, very dif'f'icul.t to cross. 
6. :Plans f' or Improvement 
Now attention will l>e placed upon several. things which 
would help the situation of' the~ bl..ind. · 
.. y 
Friendships •. -.- Gowman believes that the interaction 
between a blind person and his seeing companion tends to-
construct new def'initions of' situations. Beliefs anchored 
in the stereotype are ·cas.t· aside as the companion learns to 
accept his bliJid acquaintance as a friend • 
. . y . ' 
Yost has said, "Sheer physical beauty is not totally 
f/ Alan G. GOwman, . op •. cit., pp. 169~ 18_5. · 
. ~ - ' . 
g/Edna Yost, Normal Lives for the ·Disabled, The Macmillan 
Company, New York, 1944, PP•- 35-36. • . . 
dependent upon physical wholeness •. · And. man is much more than 
a physical being--provided he wants to be. Feopl.e quickly 
learn to think of personal.ity rather than physical appearance.« 
Thus friendships between blind and si.gb.tedp~ople can do 
much to break down stereotypes and :Improve attitudes toward 
the blind. 
Tin,Etoved attitudes of. the blind.-- Of'ten people avoid the 
blind :for :fear that any help they._o:f:fer ·would be taken as an 
insult. The blind man must learn to accept the hel.p he needs, 
without allowing h:ilnself to 'become sbtsmothered by others 
that he becomes helples·s when al;one,. · 
. y · .... 
Up-bringing.-- Klein :feel.s that a blind child will 
develop wholesome attitudes toward the sighted if he is 
taught the same things as the .. sigh ted ·child, and has s ighte:d 
companions as a small child.. He thinks that a blind child 
should be educated· with the seeing i:r he· is to make a good 
adjustment to sighted socie~• 
. . . Jl . 
Public education.-:- Gre:f'fner be.lieves that a knowledge 
. ' 
of ·the real problems of the blind. on the pa.rt of the public 
would go far toward conquering many adverse publ.ic attitudes. 
y1bid., pp ... ~3-44· 
2/M• H. Klein, nobservations on the Attitudes or the Blind . 
Toward the Sightedftt American Association of Workers for the 
Blind (19491, PP• t>O- 2. . . . 
. . 
3/M. M. Gref!'ner, "Blind· ·Are Not A~ art, u Survey Midm.ontl:iJ:.y 
T.ranua.ry, 1945), 81:14-16. 
Literatwe abou,t the blind.-- 'l'he literature concerning 
the blind is so !'uJ.l. of dots and don t t f-or proper behavior 
. . . ·. y .. 
when meeting a blind person, that Ritter thinks peop~e are 
made afraid of saying ·the wrong. thing. If we coUld stop this 
type of strained situation, and stress normal friendly 
relationships, this fear would' be partly eliminated • 
. : ' . . y· . 
·Agencies . f'or the blind • ..,.- Barker claiined tha,t no other 
disabled groups were as well organized and financed a·s the 
associations .for the blind .. 
These agencies are very necessary because there are still 
,.• ... ·. ' 
many blind people who need thei:: ~E?lP1 especially in the area 
of placement .for employment. However, the existence of such 
agencies tends to further .the segregation and isolation of 
. ~ . 
the. blind. · · · 
In addition to this., · agencies II'I.S.Y strengthen the beggar 
. . 
stereotype when they appeal to the public .for funds by arous-
. . . . ·w 
ing a feeling of pity for the .bJ.ind. If such practices· were 
stopped, the blind would benef'it. in status far more than ;bfiey 
/ 
Y.'dharles G. Ritter, "Changing Attitudes Toward Blindness 1'rom 
the Point of View of 20/20,n New Outlook for the Blind 
(November, 1958), P• 338. 
g/Roger G. Barker, Ad ustment to Social. Science Re se~ar~ch~-.-Oiiro_,un-.;,;;;e.;...~':"''·l.:--,;;.._,:~~~;,;;;;;;-...;;;;:;~~;.;;;a;--~~==-~ 
l/Robert M. Barnett, ttAttitudes Toward the BJ.ind, n The New 
OutJ.ook_i"o~ the Blind (1951), 45:167-169. 
h/Ibid., 165-167. 
would lose in terms o'£ financial help. 
. 11 
Barnett also said 
that it is not wrong for paap~e to believe that blindness is 
a problem for those who experience it, but their reaction 
to bl~dness should be .one. of admiration for those who over~· 
come this handicap, rather thB.Jl one o:r pity. This is the 
reaction tJ:rat ilencies should try to cultivate. 
Devereaux points out the fact that mmecessary special.:. 
ization by worke;rts. in services to blind. people only- prolongs 
the struggle to help the blind win a:cceptanee as individua.J.s. 
This may be another area which needs some revision. 
Several peopl.~ have.£ound·fault with the ~act that 
. . . ~ 
agencies fop the . blind employ. '£ew blind people... Gruber 
feels that these organizations should require the same 
qualifications of all employees.. . It a b-lind person has the 
same qualifications as a sighted p~rson, there are some 
advantages ·to be gained by hiring hbi: · · · 
1 .• To the eo:mm:unity he may become a good standard of 
judgement.·of bl~nd people. 
2. The public will have an opportunity to identify 
-blindnesB with a blind leader in the community • 
.. 
3. The agency for the blind will show that it practices 
1/Ibid., PP• 161-169. 
g/Jane Devereaux, ttAttitudes Toward the Blind, n New Outl.ook 
for the Blind (1.951}, 45:l58=159 •. 
yKatheX'n F. Gruber, .,The Blind in Our Own llrofession," 
American Association of Workers for the Blind {1949), PP• 50-54. 
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what it preaches. 
4• The other blind people in the community will be able 
to identify themselves with a community leader wi?-o 
has a pos'itive identifieatioP: wi.th _the community •. 
. - - y' _- . 
Education of the ·blind.~- Salmon . said, nit is not a 
sixth sense, but hard work and exten~ive training that 
enable blind_. people to move about .freely and to do things we 
admire them for." 
.The blind have a responsibility to make themselves 
·y 
educational~y and so~iallr acceptabli to t~ ·seeing world. 
Emplo:yment attitudes • ..-.- Boland ·believes that the 
public re~ins in ignorance of· the real problems. and needs 
of ~he blind because. it has lost interest in- the blind. The 
blind beggar idea has dulled i;his interest, and it can only 
be revived by 'blind _paop:le holding themselves to high stand-
ards. Sinc.e the sighted do not require the blind to meet 
. lf/ 
hi.gh standards, ·the blind must require this of themsal.ves. 21 ' . . 
_ Childs suggests WOrk. With good Wages as a possible 
!/P. J. Salmon,· °Feature X; F'rob:Lems of·the Blind in Their 
Daily Lives, •• America (August 16, 1958), 99:5J:.4. 
g/Wilma Donahue and Donald Dabe~stein, op.. e·it., PP• 51...;52.-
3/J'osephine Boland, 'J?he Attitude of tha Ftlblic T'owards the 
Blind, unpublished ·paper, Harvard ·UJiiversity, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, 1929. 
' !~/Greenwood, o'?•- e~t., ~P· 48-49• 
rJ/J. J. Childs, op. cit., p. ,3. 
cure f'or the inf'eriority :fee~:tngs ot the blind• This, of 
co-arse, would raise the social sta~us ot blind p.eop.le eon-
si.derably • 
4.6' 
. General. conclusion~.-- In discussing possible eure-a for 
.. --._· ·y 
the social position of the bl~d, · · Cuts:forth declared that 
soeiety should not try to-revise its attitudes toward the 
blind f'or two reasons: 
1. Society.has ':rormnlated its emotional. attitudes not 
towards blil'idness itself, but towards the reaction 
.. 
pattern o:f the ~lind. ~owards themseJ.._ves. 
. \ " ~ 
2. It is doll.P.t.:Clll. wl:,tet;her the degree <?f' emotional. 
. . 
maturity ~d- $OC~ adap~ability of the blind would 
. •. . ,. . ' 
long sustairi· ~y a~eial chanie o'£ attitude it it 
. -
were possible. to achieve- it..-
. ' 
If Cutsforth's remarks are co~rect, then there seems to 
be litt~e ·hope g/f ~- bette~ social po~,ition· for blind people. 
However, .. Him.as has l.isted five :forces and conditions in . 
our society t;hat_ he believes inflv.anee or have influenced 
traditional. at~itude_s .toward the blind: 
. - ' ~ 
1.~ .Depression-~measures... Social Security made support -of' 
the blind a public resp<?nsibllity, and so stopped the 
IJ~. D. Guts:forth, n-Personaiity and Social Adjustmeii'f; Among. 
the Bl.ind, n Chapter IX, BJ.iildiiess, Paul A.;. Zahl., Editor; 
Princeton University Freas, Princeton, New Jersey, 1.95~. 
g/Joseph s. Himes, uchangillg Attitudes o:r· the. PUblie Toward 
the B1ind,n·Tha New Outlook for the Blind, (November, 1958), 
PP• 3Jl-3.33 • . . . - • . 
• 
• 
• 
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guilt feelings o:f those who thought they shoul.d help~ 
' The blind were equilibrated to other non-injured 
dependency groups, and a platform o:f m~ eco~mic 
security saved them :from extreme. degradation. 
2. ~artime. labor mobil~zation-.· During the war, productive 
capabilities were re-evaluated, . ,and the blind were 
tound'to be o:f considerable use. 
3. War and disabled. veterans. Blinded veterans had 'f?een 
known as s~e~ .People and were remembe~ed as ~uch. 
Therefore they were less apt to be relegated to the 
traditional stereotn>es.- . 
- . ' 
q. .. Agency prqgrams. These programS _have helped to 
dissolve stereotypes, and to p1ace blind men in jobs. 
5. New social. consciousness. In general, our society 
has become more interested in sociology and social 
understanding .. 
Hintes gave a f'UI:'ther encouraging word by his declaration 
that there is a general t-endency to melt down traditional~ y . . . . . . . . 
stereotypes. ·The following facts helped him to arrive at 
this conclusion: 
1. Less people give to blind beggars .. 
2. There is a growing capa:eity to make valid distillations 
among blind people ... 
3. Attitudes toward the blfud have became less personal, 
so that they all:ow more room ror individual di:Cfer-
ences. 
4• Agencies now more often stress.rehabilitation than 
assistance. 
5. The :Public is now better inf'ormed because of better 
means o:f communication. 
6. There is an improvement in research on·blindness. 
' Whether Cutsforth or Himes has the correct position, is 
yet to be discovered. It is the purpose of the follow~ 
study to tbrow,more light upon this question. 
In this review of literat'tll'-'e, an· attem_pt has been made 
to review the wol"k done previous1y in. the area before pro-
ceeding with a new study. 
Now that this past thinl:ting . and working has been dis-
-
cussed, this paper wi1.1 tUrn. to the study it is t& describe 
!.n full detail. 
GRAFTER III 
tviETHODS, TECHNIQ,UES.J ·AND :PROCEDURES 
As stated· ill Chapter ·:r, the purpose· o~ the stt1dY. to be 
describe.d in this paper is to deve~op an instrument. designed 
to measure the degree to which certain g::oul>s of -~eople hold 
som.e common attitudes toward the blind as a group. To 
. '. 
achieve this purpose, a list. 0~ attitudinal statements has 
been prepared and given to three gro~s with the request that. 
each person react to each statement. in accordance with:. instruc-
tions to be mentioned later• . It now seems· pel.-:tinent to give 
'· . . . . 
a more de-tailed description of these proceedings. 
le :Preparation of' the List of 
Attitudinal Statements 
Gathering·ideas.,-~Workers ~or the blind, blind people, 
and other acquain~anees were engaged in inform.a1 discussions 
with the author; in preparation ~or this' study. They, dis-
cussed belie~::J they had, or had heard of, concerning the 
bJ..ind. · The reading of books added to the above suggestions, 
and soon·a tentative list o~ possible !lttitudes to be studied 
was formed · in the author' s mind. 
The first written ~ist.-- A ~1st of 50 attitudinal 
·-49~ 
50 
statements was then prepared, and 20 copies o~ it were dis-
tributed to adult workers in a school ~or blind children. 
Each· participant waa requested to re.spond to each state-
ment by checking the appropriate place on the questioxma:tre, 
.. 
according to wh:ether he agreed,- disagreed, or didn1 t lmow in 
relation to the item. 
After these lists were collected, the percent~ges of 
replies ~or each item were deter.min~d. Then every item which 
did not have at least an 85 per cent agree or disagree res=. 
ponse was take~ out of the list. 
Any extra comments of respondents were then considered 
in order to improve the validity o~ the instrument. 
The second list.-- Next, another .list o~ statements was 
prepared, which corrected the faults o~ the previous one, · 
and eliminated all those items which had not shown 85 per 
cent agreement in· their replies. This second list consisted 
of onJ.y 30 statements. 
2. The Distribution 
This new 1ist was distributed to 100 people--20 teachers 
of the blind, 30 blind students, and ~0 college students. 
Teachers.-- The teachers were all .fully sighted teachers 
in a school ror blind children. Although they were working 
closely with blind children,they had no.reason to be identi-
fied with the blind in general. Their position allows for 
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close observatio~, and aaou2dhave enabled them to develop 
some objective attitudes.toward the blind. For this reason, 
this group was ehosen to be considered the e;x.pert group, and 
the attitudes shown by the ot.hert.:two· groups will be related 
to those shown by these teachers for comparison in the.follow-
ing study. 
Blind students.-- Xh,e blind students who participated in 
the study were high school seniors in-the s~e.school :for. the 
blind in which the group of teachers tau~t. All. 30 o:f them 
were taken in a group to answer the it'ems. Each :item was 
read to the. grou:p by the author of this paper, and the. res-
pondents indicate~ their repiies by marking dot-sheets with 
pencils. 
College f'reslmlen.-- The.ins:trmnent was administered to 
a group of' 75 Boston U'niversi.~ trel~ege Freshmen, who were 
majoring in p~~sieal edttcat!~. HOwever, only 50 of their 
answer sheets, taken at r~, were f'ipally used in the 
study. 
_ 3 .. Tahiil.at1Glil of the ResuJ.ts 
First the perceniiagat& o-f: the three responses given on 
each it.em was determined f'ar- tha three groups. 
Then a separate list wa& made consisting of' each item's 
percentage of response in th$ category o:f choice on Which the 
expert group· showed t~ highest percentage. These. lists were 
Seeton Universitt 
Bgbool of Education 
Library 
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then averaged~ and the averages ware compared. 
To break down these figures·$ the items were groUI:Jed into 
five categories, and the data for each category was presented 
separately. The percentages of nagreet n ndisa.gree, n and 
"don't known· responses, as well as the percentage of response 
in the experts' major category of choice, were given for each 
item, and, each type of response was averaged~ 
Differences were found for each item between the responses 
of the experts and the bl~d students, the experts and t~ 
college students, and the blind and college groups. These 
differences were then averaged f'or each category o:r· items, and 
the:resu1t1~g averages were compared~ 
4-. Development of Conclusions 
After the presentation of this data, the findings were 
analyzed for ea~h ca.teg_ory, and some conclusions were drawn. 
These conclusions ware compared with the results of 
some other studies made in this area of' interest, and a :f'ew 
general statements,regarding attitudes toward the blind, 
were developed., 
CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
1. General Discussion 
Preliminaries.-- Because sighted teachers of the blind 
are in a position which allows them considerable opportunity 
for objective observation of blind people~ they will be con-
sidered the expert group used in this study. Much of the 
analysis of the data has been based upon the category of 
response i'or each statement upon which the experts • respo,nse 
showed the highest percentage of agreement ~ong themselves. 
The percentage breakdowns for the re~onses on each item 
will be presented in detail later; with _the statements grouped 
for purposes of anal.ysis, but first, it is pertinent to con-
sider some figures which help to explain the general picture 
of the study. 
General :figures .. -- In the entire study, there were 100 
respondents. This total group gave an average response o:f 
68 per cent in the major expert category on the 30 statements .. 
To break down this figure, the 20 sighted teachers of the 
blind (the expert group) had an average major category 
response of 86 per cent, the 30 blind students averaged 80 
per cent, and the college freshmen averaged 63 per cent on 
. -53-
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the major category of the experts' choice. 
This means that there was a difference of only 6 per 
cent between the over-all response of the eXperts and the 
b~ind high school. students, whereas the difference between 
the experts and the collegefresbm.en was 23 per cent. The 
blind students and the college freshm6n showed a difference 
of 17 per eentw These findings would seem to indicate that 
the teachers of the blind agree quite closel:y with the blind· 
on subjects concerning the blind, whereas the group of 
college freshmen, most of whom have had no previous. eOll.tact 
.. 
with blind people, dif'i'ers widely from the other two groups, 
in its opinions of' the blind. 
2 •. Discussion oi' Data· Grouped into Categories 
To allow f'or a more meaningful interpretati~n of' data, 
. . 
each item has been-assigned to one of f'ive categories of 
i.tems. Each category consists of items which measure a 
pa.rticul.ar type of concept about the blind. These. categories,. 
structured-by the writer, are concerned with: 
A. The definition of the situati.on of' the blind. 
B. The personality of'_ the blind. 
C. Compensation .for blindness .. 
D. Capabilities of' the blind. 
E. Inferiorities which are considered to be a resUlt of 
blindness. 
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The percentage breakdowns r·or the responses on each 
. . 
item are presented within these _categories. N~xt, fol" each 
category, aJ.l the items embrae.ed by that category, ·have been 
I 
pooled and averaged for each of the three groups of respon-
dents, for purposes of comParison. 
Now this paper will.· proceed with the presentation of 
this data. 
A~ !fue d.efinition of the sit'aa:tion of the, "b11nd.-- This 
categocy is made up of the foJ.lowing items; 
J.. #1 Blindness is the most serious 9f' all handicaps .. 
2. #3 B~Lndness is preferable to death. 
3. #5 Blindness is often God t s p~bment for sin .. 
4-.. #6 Most blind persons· constantJ.y experience a strong 
- -
yearning for sight •. 
5. 12.4. Blind people are_ easily b.~t by references to sight. 
In the following tables, the responses given for each of 
these items is analyzed for each of the three groups ot rea= 
pondents, and then some general averages a.J:>e shown in tabl.e 4• 
u 
0 
Table 1. Responses o:f Sighted Teaebers' (lnPert Gl-O'u.p} em. the 
gai;egoq of.' -Items · Gon~er4.ed with the DEU:'ilaition of 
the Situation of the Blind 
Nmnber ' DOn*t Major 
of· 
. Agree Disagree Know Expert 
item Oategor:r 
.. 
ll) l2J l3J lliJ _l5_l 
#1 15% 85% 8.5% 
113 5o% 5o% 5o% 
115 l.Oo% 100%. 
.. 
#6 5% 75% 20% 15% 
.. 
#24 9o% 10% 9o% 
Average 
J1t$& Bo% 6% Bo% Response 
·-
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Table 2e Respolises·or Biind·Rigb. School Students· on the 
Category of· Items Concerned with the Definition of 
the Situation of the Blind 
-· 
Number -· .. Don't Major 
of' Agree ·Disagree Know EXpert· 
Item Category 
.. 
{1} 
.l2J {3} :-mJ 1'51 
#1 3% 9~ 3% 94:' 
#3 6o% 30% 10% 6o% 
15 6% 94% 91}$ 
116 37% 37% 26% 37% 
#24 3% 941' 
' 
3% 94$ 
. - . 
-Average 
Response .- 22$ ·70% B% 76% 
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~able 3• Responses of College Fresbinen ori the. Category of 
Items Concer~ed with the Definition of the Situation 
of the Blind 
Number Don't . Major 
of Agree Disagree Know EXpert 
Item Category 
ll} l2J (3} uu {5) 
#1 24% 64% 12% 64?' 
#3 48" .36% J.6% 48% 
15 4% 82% 14% 82% 
#6 28% 1.8% ' 54% 1.8% 
#24 6% 62% 32% 62% 
. 
Average 
22% 53% Response 25% 52% 
~ 
' 
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Table 4• Differences in G:roup Responses to Items Concerned ft 1 
with the Definition of the Situation of tne Blind !f 
. 
Number . Differences Dit.ferenees ·Differences 
Of between ·between between 
Item Experts and EXperts ana Blind and · 
Blind Group College Group College Groups 
.. 
. l1} (2J J.11 ..libl 
#l -9~ f2J.% I 3D% 
113 -J.o% !14% /12% 
#5 f6% fJ.B% fl2$ 
.. 
i/6 f38% 151% /29% 
#24 -4% f2B% 132% 
Average 
13% 27% 24% Total 
Difference 
Average 
14% 121% 121:/f> Dif.f'erence in One 
Direction 
.!/A11 figures are based upon the expert category of response 
which showed the highest percentage. 
In columns 2 and 3, the difference is· called plus when 
the experts showed the·· higher percentage of response; in 
column 4, the dif:ference is called plus when the blind group 
showed the higher percentage of response. 
6o 
According to the data shown in the tables, teachers of 
the blind and blind students are considerably· closer in their 
. . . ·. . ·' 
definition of the situation of the blind than are the teachers 
of the blind and college. students, or the b:tind and the col-
lege students •.. These findings compare well with the general 
. . 
percentage ave~ages given on p~ges 53 ~d 54 o:e this paper. 
On statements number 1, 5, and ~, this pattern of res-
ponse is followed closely. 
On the number 3 item, the differences were nearly the 
same for the three pairs of ·groups which were compared, as 
shown in table 4. Loo~iilg at this statement that blindness 
is preferable to death, it becomes plain that this ite.m 
could be easily misrea<\ as having a negati1Te tone toward 
blindness. Only ?o per cent oi' the teachers, and 60 per cent 
of the blind students agreed with this statement. Since 
teachers of the blind spend their lives helping blind child~ 
ren, it would seem that they see' enough futilre in the work 
to think that blindness is preferable ·to death, and ·a similar 
situation exists with the ·blind student. Therefore, it may 
be possible to conclude that the low percentage of agreement 
on this item is due to misr'eading,. ra~her ·than to. a division 
of opinion. Thus these responses are of no consequence to 
the outcome of this study. 
On item number 6, the expert group stood alone in its 
feeling that most.blind persons do not constantly yearn ror 
sight. ~is is an ±nteresting response because the blind 
students must have based their answers upon personal e:x:peri-
. . . 
ence, which would indicate that many o£ them probably did 
experience such a yearning. The dif£er.ence of responses 
between the teachers and the blind students could be a resUlt 
. . 
. . 
of the students' ability to hide their feelings in this 
respec-t in their daily living. . Since the college freshmen 
could not base their answers upon personal experience with 
blindness, ·they must have been bas~d upon their imagined 
image of what lite· would be like without sight; and tl:l.eir 
knowledge o£ their own helplessness in the dark. Tea.che:t"s, 
focusing their attention on the abilities and education of 
the blind, tend to forget the extent of the handicap under 
which their students are working, and think only of what 
they are able to do. These teachers do not often see their 
students ;in competition with sighted students, and so gear 
their thinking and expectations to the averag~ blind child, 
whereas the chi.ld mixes in with sighted children outside the 
school, and so is more often reminded of his handicap, and 
of the limitations it imposes upon his acti~ities. 
In general, most of the responses given to ·the items in 
this category indicate a feeling that blindness is not a 
completely intolerable state of ex;stence, arid that the blind 
person does find some good in life. 
B. The personality of the blind.-- This next category 
consists of the following items: 
.1. #2 Blind persons are lazy 4 
2. 19 Blind people more often like to be alone than do 
sighted people. 
3· 1114- Blind people· want to accept the· responsibility of 
earning their ·own living. 
4• #16 Blind pers~ns are uncooperative. 
5. #18 Blind people are suspicious. 
6. #22 Only blind people can u;nderstand. . a .blind.. person. 
7. #26 Blind persons psychologica1ly requ~re more 
· sympathetic understanding than sighted peop1e. 
8. #30 Blind people. tend not· to .speak up for themselves. 
The data concerning the responses on items in tb.iS 
category is presented in the fol1owing tables. 
Table 5~ Responses· o:r Sighted Teachers·· (Expert Group) on the 
Category of Items Concerned with the Personality o! 
the Blind 
·- "• 
v 
Nunlbe:r · Dontt Major 
or Agree Disagree Know EXpert 
Item Category 
lll {2} l3} lbJ .(5} 
.. 
. ' 
' #2 IOO% 100~ 
' #9 5~ Bo% :15% Bo% 
. ' 
#14 90% 10% 90% 
#16 100% 100% 
#18 85% 15% B5% 
#22 5% 85% l.O% 90'% 
#26 4.o% 6o% 6o% 
:/130 25% 70% 5% 70% 
Average v· 
Response 17% 75% 8% 84.% 
,. 
Table 6. Responses of Blind High School·Students on the 
Category of Items Concerned with the Personality of 
the Blind . · · · 
Number Don't Major 
~:r Agree Disagree Know Expert 
Item Category 
_ll} 'l2J . l3J. l4.J (5) 
. . .. 
{12. 16% '8116 '3% 81% 
#9 3% 84% 13% 84$ 
#llt. 10~ 100~ 
.. 
#16 20% 70% l.O% 70% 
.. 
#18 13% 81% 6% 81% 
#22 3% 91% 6% 91.% 
#26 10% Bo% 1o% Bo% 
.. 
#30 3% 94% 3% 94$ 
Average 
21% 7l.% 8% BS% Response 
'. 
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Table 7. Responses of College Fresbinen: on the Category of 
Items Concerned with the Personality of the Blind 
- .. 
Number q Don't Major-
of' ~ree Disagree Know Expert· 
Item ·category 
.. 
.. 
' {l) l2J l3}. UJ.J l5 J: 
... 
. #2 96% ' 4% 96% 
19 421£ 4-6% 12% 46% 
·• 
#14 88~ 4% 8% 88% 
#16 9~ 8% 92$ 
"' 
#18 8% .5~ 38% 5l.!$ 
.J. ... 
#22 6% Bo% 14% Bat 
.. 
#26 32% 5(isfo . 12% 56% 
... 
#30 ~- 46% 4o% ~6% 
-
Average 
~ 59~ 17% 70% Response 
Table 8 .. Differences .in Gr~up Responses to Ii;ems Concerned 
with the Personal~ty of the Bl~d !/ . 
Number 
, 
Differences ' Differences Differences 
o:f ·between· -between between 
Item Experts and Experts ·and· 'Bliii.d and 
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Blind Group• College Grqup College G!J::ooups 
" 
. ' ' 
,, 
_tJ.1 l2J . l3J t!LJ ; 
#2 /19% fit$ -15% 
' .. 
#9 
-4% 134% f3B$ 
#14 -10% . 12% li2f; 
#16 f30% f6% -22% 
.. 
#18 141' /3"J-% /2.7% 
#22 -6% . 15ft /11% 
#26 -20% .A% .f2lt$' 
#30 -24$ f24% 148%·, 
.... Averag·e 
Total 15$ 14$ 25% 
Difference 
' 
Average ' -
Dif'f erence 
-1% 124% 115% 
in One 
Direction 
.. 
.!/All l:igures are baaed upon the · exi)ert category o:f re$ponse 
which ~owed the highest p~centage .. 
In columna 2 and .3:, the. ditference· is, called plus when 
the experts showed the ·higher percentage of· response; in . 
column 4, the difference is called p1tis ·when the blind group 
showed the higher percentage. pf response~ · 
The responses to the items in this category did not 
~ollow the pattern for.med by the general, over-all percentages~ 
since the total average difference .between the experts and the 
blind students was almost the sgme as the difference between 
the ezperts and the college group. However, there was a 
greater difference between the blind and college groups. 
Onl.y statements number 9 and 18 showed the usual. small 
difference between the expert responses and those of the blind-
students, and larger differences in the other group compari-
'· 
sons. These two items were concernedwith the desire of the 
blind to be alone,·and the idea that they are suspicious. 
It is interesting to note ~hat, on statement number 2, 
the blind students showed the highest agreement with the idea 
that blind persons. are lazy.t the other groups having_ shown 
a 96 and 100 per cent disagreement. This may not have been 
·a true indication of the students' att.itudes, because it is 
possible that some students considered ·such a re.sponse s:lmply 
a foolish answer to a more foolish statement, since these 
students did show considerable amusement when the statement 
was read aloud ~o them. 
On item J.4, all groups showed a v.e:ry high agreement with 
the idea that blind people want to accept t~e re~onsibility 
of earning their own living. The blind students agreed 100 
per cent to this, and the teachers agreed 90 per cent. It is 
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very interesting that the college fres~en should have 88 per 
eent agreement, for such an att.i.tude on their part is very 
favorable to· the blind.. However, the statement is only con-
cerned with desire to accept responsib:ility, and cannot be 
taken as an implication that college st':ldents .feel that the 
blind are capable o.f aclii.ev:ing this end. 
Item number 16, which states that blind perso~s are 
uncooperative, had a response of high disagreement. All three 
groups were together in their reaction to this statemehtQ 
On item number. 22, all three groups highly disagr~ed with 
the statement that only blind people ean understand a blind 
person. In each group there were a :few a~ee re-sponses. 
. . . 
!tem 26 showed an inte:t:>est~ response pattern in that 
the college group was ».ttre in agreement with the e:x;perts than 
' 
was the bl~ group. Since the idea that blind persons p sy-
chologica11y require more sympathetic understanding than 
sighted people is seriously detrimental·to the social position 
, . . . 
. . 
of blind people, it is easy to see why the blind are so 
strongly opposed· to it. However, . all three groups did show 
more than a 50 per cent d:f.sagreemente 
On item number 30,. the blind students showed a. COD;sider-
ably stronger disagreem~nt with the statement th$t ~lind 
people tend not to speak up fol:' themselves, than the other 
two groups,. the college f'resbm~n having given the lowest 
· disagreement • Both ·the b~ind and the co~lege group were the 
same distance :f'rom. the expeJ;""t opinion,. but in opposite direc-
tions. The high disagreement o:f' the blind students ean 
again be attributed to the :f"act tha~ ~his statement is also 
socially detrimental . to. b~i!ld pe.rsons. . 
In_gene.ral., these. responses showed that the blind and 
college groups .were in near agreement with .the experts on 
statements concerning the personality. o:f' the bJ.ind. The most 
decided change was in the·iast two items which, i:f' true, 
woul.d constitute a threat to the more inward a·speets o:f' the 
persona~ity. 
0. Oom.pensation·for blindness•-- This category consists 
of the . :f'ollowing items: 
1 ... #12 Whenever sight is ~ost, the othel" senses au.to-
·matically become keener. 
2. #1'5 Blind persons can identify colors by touch or 
smell. 
3· #~9 The blind have a sixth sense. 
4~ 129 Blind people are more intelligent than sighted 
persons. 
The tables on the :f'ollowing pages give the data wP,icP. is 
concerned with the itema of this category. 
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Table 9. ResPonses of Sighted ·Teachers · (Expert Grottp) on the 
Category of Items Goncerned with Compensation for 
Bl~dness · 
Number ~ - .. Don't Maj,or 
or Agree Disagree Know Expert· 
Item Category 
lJ.) (21 . T3} · 1liJ (5} 
.. . . 
#12 5% 95% 95% 
... 
#15 95% 5% 95% 
.. 
#19 100% l.OOJ' 
.. . -
#29 100% 100% 
Average 
I% 98%' 1%' 98% Response 
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Table 10. Responses -of Blind High ·school Students on the 
Category of: Items Concerned with Gompensat~on for 
Blindness · · · · 
·-
•· 
-Num.be~ .. Don''t ·Major· 
of Agree Disagree Know 'Expert 
Item ' Oategory 
.,.. 
(1} l2} l3J .l4J l5l 
#12 51cfo 37% 6%'. 37% 
111!5 97% 3% 97% 
:/119 13% 81% 6% 81% 
#29 23~ 74% 3% 74.% 
Average· 
26% 69% 5% 7~ Response ) 
Table 11. Responses o:t:Co1lege Freshnien·on·the· Category of 
'Items Concerned with Compensation for Blin_dness 
.. .. 
Nmnber Don'"t Major 
():f' 
.Agree Disagree· Know EXpert 
72 
Item Category 
.. 
·-
(1l ..... l2J t3J {4_)~ ~t5J 
#12. ~o% 14% 6% ~ 
#15 10% '46% 44-% 46% 
/#19 34% 16$'. 5o% 16% 
f29 4% 6o% . 36%. · 6o% 
.. 
Average 
32% '34% 34% 34% Response 
.,_ ; . 
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Table 12. Dif'i'erences in Group Respo:nSes -t~ 1Items ·Ooncerned 
with Compensation ~or Blindness !t 
.... 
Number Dif'terenees I Dif'fereno.es Di!'i'erences 
o:t between ··between ... between 
Item Experts·and EXperts and -Bli.Ild and . 
·· Bl.ind Group ·aollege'Group College (}roups 
-{lJ l2) {3} 
_ll-b.l 
#12 f58~ f81% t23% 
#15 -2$ f49% 151% 
#1.9 /1.9% fB4% 165% 
#29 f26% f4o% fJ.q$ 
Average 26% 64%. 38% Total . 
Diff'erence 
' Average .. 
Di:t:f' erenee f26% 164% I3B% 
in One 
Direction 
:!/All figures are based upon the expert ·category of response 
which showed the highest percentage. -· · · - . 
In columns 2 and 3, the diff'erence is called plus when · 
the experts showed the.higher percentage of' response; in 
column 4, the ditf'erence is called plus when the blind group 
showed the higher perce~tage o~ response. 
On these items, the expert group showed a ve"!!y high 
disagreement with the statements, the blind students showed 
less disagreement, and. the college group was quite evenly 
divided in its responses. 
Tlie high percentage o:f' agreement among the blind students 
to item number 12 is v·ery ~teresting, especially since· the 
experts are so stDongly_opposed to arryidea that the senses 
automatically become keener upon loss ():f' sight. The differ-
ence between the responses o:f' the two groups .could have been 
a result of a ditrerent amount of emphasis placed on the 
word "automatically." 
On item 15, the teachers and the blind. stude'?-ts disagreed 
on a basis of their own observation or experience, but the 
college group had not had any opportunity to observe a blind 
person's attempt at color perception, and so gave a divided 
response. 
The experts and blind students were in high disagreement. 
with item number 19, the statement that the blind have a 
sixth ·sense. The fact that the students only showed an 85 
per cent disagreement,may have been due to· a lack of under-
standing of just what is meant by a sixth sense. Some of 
them seemed to· consider it _to be obstacle perception, which 
is not technically a sense, but is a very real ability, of. 
which blind people can ma.~e 'l~ae. Although 50 per ce·nt o'£ 
the college :f'reshmen indicated that they did not know the 
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correct response to this item1 more_ of them agreed than dis-
agreed, showing a large diff"erence in response f'rom. the 
e:x:perts. 
On item number 29 1 the blind group showed the highest 
percentage of' agreement with the statement that blind people 
are more intelligent than sighted persons. This unexpected 
response on the part of' tbese students was probably given as 
a.joke, since this was t4e outwardly expressed attitude to-
ward the statement when it was read to ths group. The 
major!"ty of' the .. college. f'reshmen disagreed with the ~tate= 
ment, and most of' the o.ther f'resbm.en indicated that they did 
not know the correct re~ponse. 
On the items in this cB.t~gory, the experts gave a very 
high negative response. Experience probably has made these 
teachers realize that there is no innate compensation for 
blindness. 
The blind students were not as much in agreement with 
the experts as might have been expected, but, as explained 
previously, this fact may be due to reasonsother than their 
real attitudes toward the statements. 
The college group was much divided in its opinion on 
the items.of" this category, and showed con~ide~able tendency 
to .reel that blind people are in some way compensated f'or 
their loss. 
D. Capabilities of the blind.-- This fourth category 
consists of five items: 
1. #8 Most blind people are capable . of holding a job 
among sighted people. 
2. #10 Blind pe9Ple use the same eating techniques and 
table maimers as sighted people use. 
3. #13 Seeing-eye ~ogs make a blind per soD: comp~etel.y 
independent. 
4• #21 It is all. right for .a blind person to marry 
another blind person. 
5~ 121 Some blind peopl.e participate in sports • 
. The data concerned with these items· is presented in 
the tables on the f"oll.owing pages. 
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Tab~e 13. Responaes of Sighted Teachers {Expert ·aroupl on the 
Category of Items Concerned with Capabilities of 
the Blind 
NUlilber Don't Major 
of Agree Disagree Know Expert 
Item Category 
.. 
llJ . (2} {3} llil lS J 
.. 
#8 65~ 25% 10% 65% 
#10 7o% 25% 5% 70% 
#13 5% 90% 5% 9o% 
#21 55% 35% 10% 55% 
#27 ~oo% 100% 
... 
Average 
5~ 35% 6% 76% Response 
-
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Table !4. Responses of Blind High School-Students on the 
Category of Items Concerned with Capabilities of 
the Blind 
.. 
Nmnber Don't Major 
of Agree Disa.gr,ee Know EXpert 
Item Category 
(1) (2) T31 Tli1 {5} 
#8 90% 10%' 9o% 
#10 81% 13% 6% 81% 
#13 I 3% 87% 10%'' 87% 
#21 46% Z7% 2:7% 46% 
#27 91% 3% 6% 9J$ 
Average 
62$ 26% Response l2% 79% 
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Table. 15. Responses of College Freshmen on the Category ot 
Items Concerned wi.th Capabilities of' the Blind 
. --
. Number Don't Major 
of 
•' 
Agree Disagree_ Know EXpert·· 
Item Category 
ll.J _\21 -- . ·.• '~3J {4.) (5} 
#8 6o% 22% 1.8% 6o% 
" -. 
.. 
1/10 36% 14$ '5o% 36$ 
. ' 
#13 22%. 66% 12% 66% 
. - . 
l/2l. 66% 2.% 32% . 66$ 
127 78% .6% 16% 78% 
" 
Average 
53% 22% 25%' 63$ Response 
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Table 16. Dif'ferences in ·a-roup Responses t Items Ooncerned 
with aapa:bilities of· the Blind EJ 
... . ... . .. .... 
Number Dit:Cerences . Din:arence·s Diff'erenc.es 
of between· - bej;weeri between 
Item Experts· ·and_ EXperts ·8.Dd· ··Blind arid' 
Blind Group- College> ~oup College Groups 
lll . {2.) {3] {_4,) 
#8 ·-25$. ' f5% f30$ 
·.• 
. .. 
#lO. 
-ll% 134% 145~ 
.. 
#13 l-3i f24% t21% 
#21 19% ~11% ~.?5% 
#Zl f9i />22% 113% 
Average 
··.u%. 19%' Zl% Tota:L 
Diff'erence 
Average 
-3% f15ofo fl.B% Di:Cference 
in One 
Direction. 
.. 
.!/All figures are based upon the expert category of response 
which showed the highest perc.enta.ge. · 
In columns 2 and 3·, the differe1;1ce is calJ.Bci plus when 
the experts showed the highs~ percentage o:r·response; in · 
column. 4_..,. the difference is called plus when the blind gro'U)' 
showed the higher percentage of' response •. 
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A~ shown~ the preceeding tables, items 13 and 27, 
concerning a seeing-eye dog and parti.cipation ~ sports were 
the only- ones in this category which shovted a response similar 
to th& over~all pattern of a close high percentage of response 
i'or the experts and blind students, and a more divided response 
in the college group. The teachers and blind students were 
more in a position to observe these activities in practice. 
The weak agreement of' the college group is probably simply 
due to a l.ack of' information~ as well as a feel...ing that the 
bl.ind are physically inferior beings, whose handicap prohibits 
almost all independent act·ivity~ 
On item number 8, experts and college freshmen. were alike 
in their weak agreement with the idea that most blind persons. 
are capable of' holding a job among. sighted people. On the 
other band, the blind students agreed strongly with this 
statement9 This is ve~ interesting, since disagreement to 
the statement, if' a general public attitude, would be very 
detrimental to blind people, cutting off many of their 
opportunities tor employment. 
Although all ~bree groups tended to agree with the item 
stating that the blind use the same eating techniques as the 
sighted,. the blind students were considerably stronger in 
this response than the other two groups. Teachers, especially 
those who deal with younger blind children, are probably very 
conscious of' the difficulties involved for a blind child in 
this area~ ~ comparison with the relative ease w~th which 
sighted children acquire these techniques. Fifty per- cent 
of the college group indic~ted t~at they did not·know the 
. correct response to this statement, . a fact which explains 
their 1ow percentage. of agreement. 
Item 21, in essence, asked the respondent whether two 
bJ.ind peopJ.e are . capable o~ efficiently r~ing a house, and 
raising a family. It is interesting to note that the collf:lge 
. . ' 
. group was most ready to agree with this idea,. the teachers 
came next, and the bl~d students showed ~he lowest percentage 
of agreement.. Evidently, the blind students were less s~e 
of' their capabilities in this area, where perhaps the lif'e 
of a chi1d would _be at stake, than they were in the area of' 
job placement and emp1oym.ent •. 
Generally, in this ·category, the responses were not very 
consistent. The pattern of response changed ·so much !"rom 
item to item that no generaJ. conclusions can be made -for this 
categoey. 
E. Inferiorities which are considered to be a resuJ.t o:f 
blindness.== The last category consists of. the :following 
items: 
1. 1¥4 Most blind persons have a frightening physical 
_appearance. 
2. 17 Most blind persons . have odd or queer mannerisms • 
3. #11 B1ind persons should not have chi1dren. 
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4• #J.7 When speaking to a bli¢ person; one should speak 
louder than he would. to a sighted person• 
5. #20 Blind persons have a weaker sexual drive than do 
sighted persons~. 
6. #23 The blind know night from day. 
7• #25 Blindness is u.suaJly hereditary. 
8o #28 Blind persons sometimes dream when asleep· .• 
The tables on the following. pages give ~he data which 
is concerned with the items in this category. 
Table. 17. Responses of' Sighted Teachers ·(Expert Group) on the 
Category of Items Concerned with'Irtferiorities 
Whieh are .Oonsidered to Be a Result of Blindness 
Nmnber Don"t Major· 
of Agr·ee Disagree Know Expert 
Item Category· 
ll.} {2} l3 )'. cu.J l5} 
.. 
:f/4 100% :too% 
·#7 5% 85% 10% 85% 
#11 l.OO% l.OO% 
#17 
' 
100% 100$ 
#20 Bo% 20% so% 
#23 95% 5% 95% 
#25 95% 5% 95% 
. ' 
#28 90% lO% 90% 
. '• ... 
Average 
~-·. 70% 6% 94% Response 
Tabl.e J.8~ Responses-of' Biind l!igh School'Studerits on the 
Category of Ite:mS ·concerned: ·wi'tli- I:b.fel'iorities 
Which are Considered to Be a Result of Blindness 
. ' 
Number Don.rt Major 
Of Agree Disagree Know Expert 
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Item .Category 
(J.} (2} (3'J {4l {5) 
#4 6% 94% 94S' 
117 37% 63% 63% 
#11 6% 94% 94!% 
#17 3% 9~ 3% 94$ 
#20 20% 74% 6% 74% 
#23 70% 17% 3% 70% 
#25 3~ 87% l.O% 87% 
#28 74$ 13% 13% 74% 
Average 
27% 69% 4% Bo% Response 
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Table 19. Responses of College Freshmen -on -the- Category ot 
Items Concerri~d with lnr$r!o~1ties·Which are Con-
sidered to Be a Resu1t of Blindness 
... . . ~. 
Number Do:i:l.Tt Major 
of Agree Disagree Know Expert 
Item Category 
l1J {2) { j-) ULJ {15} 
--
14 6~ 64% 10~ 8~ 
#7 10~ 6o% 30% 6o~ 
#11 6% 84% 10% 84% 
#17 4$ 88% . 8% 88% 
#20 4% 46% 5o% 46% 
#23 46% 8~ 46% 46% 
#25 6~ 74% 20% 74% 
#28 56% 2% 42% S6% 
' 
Average 
17% 56% 27% Response 67% 
Table 20. Dif'ferences in ~oup Responses ·to Items Concerned 
with In:reriorities Wh:t,ch are Conside~ed to Be a 
Result of Blindness !/· 
•. 
-
Number Differences Differences .~ifferences 
of - between · --between· between 
Item Experts ·and EXperts and- 'Blind and 
Blind Group College Group C~llege Groups 
-(1} {2} l3} t4J 
#4 f6~ fi6f;. /10% 
#7 fz2%- /25% /-3% 
#11 f6% /16% /10% 
#17 f6% 112.% 16% 
#20 f6% t34% /28% 
/12.3 ./25% flt-9% ~~ 
#25 fB% 121% fJ.3cfo 
/128 /-16% /34% ./18% 
Average -· 
Total 14% 27% 13% 
Difference 
Average 
fllt$ ./27% II3% Dii':f.'erence in One 
Direction 
yAll :f.'igures are based upon the expert category of· response 
which showed the highest percentage. -
In columns 2 and 3~ the ditrerence is- called plus when 
the experts showed the-higher pe-~eentage·of·response; in 
column 4, the difference is called plus when the blind ~o~ 
showed the higher percentage of response. 
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On these tables, items number 20 and 25 show the gene~ 
over-all pattern, with the experts and blind students in high 
agreement, and the college ~oup being more divided. On item 
20, the college freshmen ~dicated that 5o per oent_of their 
group did not know whether the blind hav~ a weaker sexual 
drive than the sighted. Same of the experts also indicated 
that they did not know, but the blind students sbowad a 20 
pett cent agreement with this statement. Since such a state-
ment, if' representative of a general attitude, would hurt 
the social position of the bl~d considerab1y, this response 
given by the blind students may not have been a true ihd"'ca~ 
tion or their belief. It may have been rather a result of a 
desire to joke, in order to cover the students• embarrassment 
over the statement in the first pl.ace'. This joking attitude 
. was generally apparent when the item was read. On item 25 
the experts and blind students gave responses which showed 
that they had probably learned from books or lectures that 
blindness is not usually hereditary. S~ce the college 
students had not had such background ini'ormation, their 
responses were more divided, although 74 per ~ent of them 
did disagree. 
All three groups showed a similar response to items 4, 
11, and 17. Item 11 could have been given more than one 
meaning. Some may feel that the blind should not have 
children because of possible hereditary influences, and 
others may feel that the blind are Lncapable of properly 
caring fo:tt their children. Howeve:t".l' all three groups were 
. -
strong in their disagreement w.ith the ite.m, s~wing a desire 
to allow the blind to liye normal family lives. Items 4 
and 17, concerning the physical appearance o:r the blind, and 
• •y • 
the need to speak lou~, also elicited a strong disagreement 
from the three groups. 
Although ali groups disagreed with. item 7, which stated 
that most blind persons have odd or queer mannerisms, this 
disagreement was very weak. This response could have been a 
result of the observation of groups o:r blind children on the 
parts of the teachers and the blind students. However, the 
college :freshmen's response was more likely a product of 
their imaginative picture o:r a blind person. 
Although the experts strongly agree that the blind know 
night :t'rom day, the other groups were not so sure. This 
reaction eould have been caused by misunderstanding of the 
statement, some possibly having thought that the item meant 
that the blind can visually perceive night :from day. On 
the part of the uninf'ormed college group, however, there 
could have been some feeling that if vision were lost, there 
would be no way of' knowing night from day. Such a feeling 
probably wou.J.d have expressed a quick judgement, where time 
- - -
was not spent on thinking over the situation carefully. 
The experts strongly· agreed that blind persons some-
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times dream when asleep. Blind students may have shown a 
weaker agreement because some of them may not have remembered 
dreaming themselves, and may have felt that others do not 
dream either.· The college group showed a low agreement on 
this item. To those who have not considered this po1nt at 
same length, it is sometimes difficult to imagine what a 
dream would be like i:f it were devoid of visual ~y.mbols. 
The dreams of a sighted person are so visual .in content that 
it may see~ that nothing wo~ld be le~t if the visual ~ages 
were deleted :fro.m the dream. 
This last item completes the presentation. of the data 
:involved in this study. The place has now come to s,nnmarize 
these results, and to bring out som& of the ~onclusions 
which. can be drawn 1'rom the data. This will be accomplished 
in Chapter v. 
• 
CRAFTER·v. 
SUMMARY AND GOWCLUSIONS 
1. The Study Itself 
·In this study, the responses of the eXJlert group of 
teachers of blind children were, in general, vert siai1ar to 
the responses given by the group of blind students. This 
. . 
indicates that these two groups have much the same over-all 
attitude toward blind people. The college freshmen showed 
a general agreement with these other groups, but they were 
much more divided in their opinions, ind.ielating that Illa.l1.Y' 
. of their group did not hol.d attitudes similar to those held 
by the experts. 
These general. conclusions can be broken down into ~e 
specific conc1usions drawn from each categoey of data studied. 
A. The definition of the:situation of ·the blii1d;.--.Oon-
. .. 
earning the items in this category, the e::xper'bs and· ·bl.ind 
students were together in indicating that they tliink blindness 
is not a hopeless, intolerable state ot exi-stence. The 
college students gave a somewhat weaker agreement to the 
responses of the other groups, but nevertheless, :tt was an 
agreement. 
B. The personality of the blind.~- On this category, all 
'~91~ . 
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three groups gave veey similar responses to the statements, 
with the excepti-on o:f two items on which the .b1ind students 
showed a considerably. stronger disagre~ent than the others. 
This was probabl.y a result of the more dama~ing social :lmp1i-
cations of these statements to bl.ind people. 
c. Compensation for blindness.-- The experts indicated 
a strong bel.ief that there is no innate compensation for 
blindness. Probably :for reasons other than their true atti-
tudes, the bl~d students did not show such a decided dis-
agreement with t:b.e idea of compensation.. On the other hand, 
the college group showed an almost even division of opinion, 
indicating that many of them felt that the· blind do have some 
kind of co.mpensationQ 
D. Capabilities of the blind.-- In this category, no· 
general respouse pattern was apparent. Each item seemed to 
elicit a dii'ferent type of reaction, not necessarily consis-
tent with the previous one. 
E. Inferiorities which are considered to be a result of 
blindness.-- On the items in this category, all. three groups 
showed a seneral disbel.ief in the idea that these inferiorities 
are a necessary result of blindness. The experts were strong-
est ~ this position, while the blind students were slightly 
weaker, and the college freshmen showed considerable division 
ot response. 
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2. A C9mpar:tson ot: Several Studies 
Voorhees 1 s study also brought' out the idea. that blind 
people do not reel. that blindness is an intolerable condition. 
. ' ' 
His study, J.ike .the one done in connection w~th this 
paper, brought out the willingness of blind people to accept 
the responsibility of earning their own living.· However, he 
also t:ound that 56 per cent of his respoi14ents felt that the.y 
had a right to periodic compensation because 0~ their bl~nd­
ness. This area was not measured by the present study, but 
is an interestin,g point. 
Similar to the responses of the blind group in >the 
present study, Voorhees found an almost equal division of 
opinion on the statement in ·favor of' two ~lind .people marry-
ing, and on the item concerned with the blind person's yearn-
ing for sight. 
In general, Voorhees made much the same conclusicmls. as 
were indicated by the blind gro~p in this present study. 
Rusalem' s study wa:s organized in a. way which makes· it 
difficult to compare with the one descr'ibed here, but it did 
bring out the tendency of uninformed sighted. peopl.e to. con-
sider the blind to be outstand~ng in appearance, segregated 
and inferior socially, and un":lsually keen in sensory perception 
which does not require vision. Although the college f'resbmen 
~ the present study showed more of this tendency th~ the 
other groups studied,. such a feeling found a very weak expres-
sion, not in keeping with Ru~alem's fin<lings. This. _discrep-
ancy may have been caused by the- dii'f'erence in ·educational. 
background of' the two groups of respondents. 
S~ons found that the sighted public is not unanXmous 
in its opinions about blindness, put it is better intor.med 
than he had estimated·.- Although the res,ponse.a to specific 
items showed the same. general trends.as those of the present 
study, his use of two,groups of s~ght~d respondents, one a 
college group, and the other an average adult gro-qp, allowed 
him a basis f'or comparison in terms ot age and · am.Ount of 
education. He concluded that the ~ounger and more highly 
educateQ. the respondent, the better his understanding of the 
blind. 
Gowman1 s study of the attitudes of high school students 
showed much the same. responses as Simmon' s· college group and 
the eol.lege freshmen participating in the present study .. 
However, he did bring out an interes.ting class difference. 
The two high schools studied·were of a. marked middle and lower-
class character, and so provided a basis for comparison along 
these lines. It was discovered that the lower-class group 
tended to uphold the traditional idea of the stereotyped 
blind 111a.n., whereas the middle-class. students were mo:tJe ready 
to accept the blind person as an average human being. 
Simmon's college group and the college group used in the study 
done in connec.ti.on with this paper consisted mostly o:f 
middle-class students"' and so,· in keeping with Go'Wmant s 
findings, they showed a f.'airly liberal point of' view. 
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In general·, this present study correlated .very well with 
the findings o~ the -other studies, when the studies were con-
cerned with comparable groups of respondents. 
3• General Gonclusions 
The results of these studies point.to the·conclusion 
that teachers of the-bli¢ and blind people are agreed on 
their general conception o:f the blind, although· the bJLind 
groups showed slightly more diversity of opinion. The 
college and middle-class ~oups studied indicated less agree-
ment with the others, but the difference was not Ve'JJ!'Y great. 
On the other hand, the group of average adults and the 
lower=class high school students showed considerable disagree-
ment with the first groups, and a tendency to -qphold the 
traditional-stereotyped a;ttit.udes toward the-blind. 
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INSTRu.MElP.f' USED IN TEE STUDY 
12.. Whenever sight is lost, the other senses auto-
matically become keener., 
13., Seeing-eye dogs make a blind person completely 
independento-
14. Blind people want to accept the responsibility 
o:f earning their own living.. · 
15.. Blind persons can identify' colors by touch or 
smell .. 
16., Blind persons are uncooperative .. 
17" When speaking to a blind person, one should 
speak louder than he would to a. sighted person. 
18~ Blind people are suspicious .. 
19.. The blind have a sixth sense .. 
20.. Blind persons have a weaker sexual drive than 
do sighted persons., 
21., -_ It is all right :for a blind person to marry 
another blind person., 
22.. Only blind people can understand a blind person. 
23" The blind know night :from day. 
24.. Blind people are easily hurt by re:ferences to 
sight .. 
25.. Blindness is usually hereditary o 
26.. Blind persons psychologically require more 
sympathetic understanding than sighted people. 
27 .. Some blind people participate in sports .. 
28D Blind persons sometimes dream when asleep. 
29. Blind people are more inte~~igent than sighted 
persons., 
30.. Blind people tend not to ~peak up :for thems&lves. 
,._ 
.-· ... 
our Position (be specif'ic) _____ --..~._ ......... ____ """""' __ _ 
Grades or Setting __________________________ ___ 
Age ) 
of ~s~c~h~o~ol~In~·~g~--------------------------= 
Degree Receiyed 
--------------------~ 
indicate by one check (v1 to the left of each numbered item whether you "Agree," 
"Disagree," or nDonBt Know,.n. Be sure to check all items .. 
Agree Disagree DonUt Know 
1.. Blindness is the most serious of all handicaps.· 
3. Blindness is preferable to death .. 
4. 
5 .. 
6. 
7. 
H .. 
9 .. 
10., 
11 .. 
12 .. 
13 .. 
14. 
15 .. 
16 .. 
17 .. 
18 .. 
Most blind persons have a frightening physical 
appearance .. 
Blindness is often God's punishment for sin. 
Most blind persons constantly expe:rienee a 
strong yearning for sight. 
Most blind persons have odd or queer mannerisms. 
Most blind people are capable of holding a job 
among sighted people. ' 
Blind people more often like to be alone than 
do sighted people., 
Blind people use the same eating techniques and 
table manners as' sighted people use., 
Blind persons should not have children .. 
Whenever sight is lost, the other senses auto-
matically become keener., 
Seeing-eye dogs make a blind person completely 
independent.,. 
Blind people want to accept the responsibility 
of earning their own living. · 
Blind persons can identi~ colors by touch or 
smell., 
Blind persons are uncooperative .. 
When speaking to a blind person, one should 
speak louder than he would to a. sighted peTson. 
Blind people are suspicious. 
19., The blind have a sixth sense .. 
20.. Blind persons have a weaker sexual drive than 
do sighted persons .. 
21 .. · It is all right for a blind person to marry 
another blind person .. 
22.. Only blind people can understand a blind person. 
23 o The blind know night from day., 
24.. Blind people are easily hurt by references to 
sight .. 
25.. Biindness is usually hereditary o 
26.. Blind persons psychologically require more 
sympathetic understanding than sighted people •. 
27 .. Some blind people· participate in sports. 
28.. Blind persons sometimes dream when asleep. 
29. Blind people are more intellrigent than sighted 
persons.. ' " 
30o Blind people tend not to ~peak up for themsEitlves •. 
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